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design

is divided into
specialities

all have

that may focus on:
- messages
the domain of graphic design
- objects
the domain of product design
- environments
the domain of architecture
These specialties often overlap.
Interface design (which focuses
on making things easy to use)
cuts across all three domains.

is

a process

that involves

involves

that proceeds in

acting as

scales of practice

cycles of iteration
based on feedback

sponsors
or clients

people

attempting to solve

acting as
retain

acting as

designers

represent

Design may be practiced with
special concern for:
- form
how the result looks
- meaning and organization
what the result says, is, and does
- context and use
how the result fits into the world
Ignoring any of these issues tends
to diminish the result.

problems

that are

end users

of

End users might also be called:
- readers
- the audience
- consumers
- the public

unmet needs
or goals
that may be:
- well defined
- ill defined
- virtually undefinable

These are the people
who use the Internet.
begin with

result in

traditionally have created

prototyping
(synthesis)

plans for mass
manufacturing

are increasingly likely to create

See the Internet chart below.

that leads to
research or testing
(analysis)

are simpler than

systems

that leads back to
The process of prototyping may
cycle through several stages:
- needs definition
- feasibility study
- detailed design

Designers do not share
a standard definition of the
design process, though
many would agree that it
involves a cycle of research,
prototyping, testing, and
further prototyping or refining.

Systems do not have a fixed
final form. Rather the final form
is partially determined by...

The chart below details the process
through the end of the feasibility
study.

The chart below expands
this model and applies it to
software interface design,
especially on-line services.

This diagram is a concept map describing design.

which result in identical copies

Design process model
for on-line service development:

study

organization

The long horizontal box defines the main concept.
The ovals contain major concepts linked in hierarchies
with broader concepts at the top.
Linking phrases connect the concepts.

Assignment offered

For this diagram, I have borrowed from the work
of Don Koberg and Jim Bagnall, John Chris Jones,
and Peter Rowe. I would also like thank Rich Binnel
and John Cain for their suggestions.

Discuss the assignment’s
- context
- nature
- scope

transformation

modeling
and testing

Brainstorm
- profile users
readers
authors
advertisers
-generate ideas
for functions
for content
for organization
- create use scenarios

Create prototypes
- card models
- Post-it note charts
- paper sketches
- on-screen animations
- working code

Choose and prioritize
- users
- ideas
- scenarios

Draw conclusions

Draw conclusions
- what works
- what doesn’t
- what’s missing
- what can be eliminated

Define problem and needs

Prioritize changes

Write project proposal
or creative brief

Iterate this phase
- quickly
- as often as possible...

Research
- similar projects
- relevant literature

Agree on expectations about
- budget
- participants
- process
- schedule
Accept assignment
Form team, possibly including
- anthropologists
- copy editors
- graphic designers
- illustrators
- photographers
- producers
- programmers
- sound editors
- video editors
- writers

Observe
- activities/tasks
- environments
- interactions
- objects/tools
- users
Document
- research
- observations

evaluation

execution

Define product requirements
- user functions
- content
- technology

Detailed design...
Production planning...
Production...

Determine business case
- potential income
volume
unit price
subscriptions
sponsorships
advertising
- likely costs
staff
software development
hardware
ongoing maintenance
support
- survey potential vendors

Test prototypes with users
Observe reactions

Ship or launch...

Decide whether to proceed

Design for the Internet
Eras in the history of computing
beginning about

may foster

creates

social change

a new paradigm
for computing

for example:
- communities of interest will form
- markets may become more nearly “perfect”
- information may lose value
- privacy may be threatened
- intellectual property laws may be revised
... all of which may affect ...

people

use

1940

Research Era
- limited to labs

1950

Centralized Era
- first commercial uses
- mainframes

1970

Distributed Era
- focus turns to individual users
- minis, workstations, and PCs
- PDAs and game machines

1990

Network Era
- computers connected
- LANs, WANs, and the Internet
- wireless connections

computers

some of which represents

some of which represents

funds or
purchases

content

and enables commerce,
for example:
- financial transactions
- ordering from catalogs

to create

ranging from:
- trivial to scholarly
- current to historic

to store and retrieve

connected to

the Internet

to exchange

information

acting as:
- authors and sellers
- readers and consumers

in the form of:
- text and numbers
- images and sounds
- digital video
- descriptions of 3D objects
... which combine to form ...

Traditional roles may blur
as virtually anyone can
publish.
Summary of Internet use:
- 38 million users today
(includes users limited to e-mail)
- growing 10% per month
- 4.9 million servers connected
to the Internet
- 22,000 servers are Web-capable
compared to 1,265 in June 1994
Summary of computer ownership:
- 100 million computers in the US
- may be 200 million by 1999
- 40 to 50% are in homes
- 60% in homes have modems

receiving

running

returning

from
input

software

creating

output

can be presented as

has

a network
of networks

via:
- CRTs
- printers
- networks
- speakers

such as
operating systems

including:
- Mac OS
- MS DOS
- OS/2
- UNIX
- Windows

is

such as
supporting

applications
(or tools)

that can create

including:
- databases
- word processors
- spreadsheets
- paint and draw programs
- page-layout programs
- authoring programs
Applications used to connect
with the Internet are often called...

no center or
central authority

There were
2,000 in
1989, and
now are
at least
30,000.

such as

providing

interactive
multimedia

a range of
services

a zero-directional
structure

some are only
access providers

including:
- entertainment titles
- games and simulations
- reference works

some are
are also

based on

the first of which was
asynchronous:
forward and store

for
physical
connections

such as

Concept maps are educational tools described by Joseph Novak
in Learning How to Learn which he co-authored with Bob Gowan.

- Hugh Dubberly, July 30, 1995

can be organized into

software
protocols

can be part of

including:
-professional services such as
Dialog, Lexis, and Nexis
- consumer services such as
America Online (AOL)
CompuServe (from H&R Block)
eWorld (from Apple)
Microsoft Network (MSN)
Prodigy (from Sears and IBM)
- private bulletin board services
- internal corporate networks

a multi-directional
including:
structure
- hierarchies
- matrices
- parallel sequences
for example:
- overlays
- a map
- webs
- a newspaper
The audience has some control
and may follow many different paths.
Navigating a multi-directional structure
may be aided by a surrogate.
When presented on a computer,
multi-directional structures are often called...
hypertext
or hypermedia
an example is...

A system like hypertext
was first described by Vannevar Bush
in “As We May Think,” Atlantic Monthly,
July, 1945.
Ted Nelson coined the term in 1974
in Computer Lib/Dream Machines.

most recently adding
followed by

Most common are text chats.
They may be one to one
or many to many.
They may incorporate:
- collaborative spaces
(or white boards)
- audio
- digital video

World Wide Web
(or Web or WWW)

...developed at CERN in Switzerland,
and augmented by release of NCSA Mosaic in April 1993
and Netscape Navigator in December 1994...

The Web provides an easy way
for anyone with a connection to
the Internet to view documents
incorporating images and other data
types. Web documents may also
include links to other documents
which may be located anywhere
in the world. The Web is changing
quickly, incorporating bulletin boards
and live conferences and bringing
hypertext and multimedia to the
Internet....

for example:
- the telephone system
(often via modems
running at 14.4 kbits/sec)
- cable TV systems
- fiber-optic cables

The vertical box defines the main concept.
The horizontal box places it within a context.
The ovals contain major concepts linked in hierarchies
with broader concepts at the top.
Linking phrases connect the concepts.
Dashed lines connect concepts between hierarchies.

I invite comments and criticism.

for
supporting

live conferences

a sequence

for example:
- a speech
- a novel
- a movie
If the audience controls the direction,
(and entry point and pace) the structure
is two-directional; if not, the structure
is one-directional.

also including
later came

These are documents stored for
others to view at a later time.
Most common is e-mail. It may be
one to one or one to many.
Bulletin boards are a variation:
essentially mail posted to the public.
Both may incorporate other files.

This diagram is a concept map describing the Internet.

content aggregators

Many are local companies.

Today, interactive multimedia titles
are primarily stand-alone applications
distributed via CD. The Internet, and
especially the World Wide Web,
provide a new way to publish
multimedia....

can be part of

for example:
- a stop sign
- an alarm
Here the information
is perceived all at once.

...though committees
and marketshare determine...

standards

The diagram is my idiosyncratic view,
and I am responsible for any errors or omissions.
However, I would like to acknowledge Charles Altschul’s work
on information structures and thank him, Erin Murphy,
John Skidgel, and Eliot Bergson for their many suggestions.

can be organized into

to
driving

via:
- cameras and scanners
- keyboards and mice
- microphones
- MIDI instruments

such as

such as

which access
clients
(or browsers)
In the context of computing, clients
refer to computers that run software
connecting them to networks. Client
software allows users access to files
stored on servers.

servers

October 25 - 28, 1995
Chicago, Illinois

supporting

data transfer

which supply

Standards supported by Web
clients include:
for pages
-ASCII, HTML, PDF, RTF
for images
- GIF, JPEG, PICT, TIFF, XBIT
for sound
- AIFF, AU, WAV
for digital video
- AVI, MPEG, QuickTime
for 3D modelling
- QuickTime 3D, VRML
for extensions
- Java
for compression
- BIN, HQX, SIT, ZIP

Servers standards include:
- Gopher
- World Wide Web
- CGI
- security “firewalls”
Servers are computers that run
software for connecting to networks
and controlling large hard disks —
for the purpose of storing and sharing
files. This process is called “serving.”

Data transfer standards
include:
- FTP
- HTTP
- PPP
- SLIP
- TCP/IP
- transaction security
(encryption)
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A repository of data that could be stored in RDF format.
Can be updated independently of the index that references it.
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Direct Hit analyzes the time spent by users on a given
result. It also keeps track of whether or not a user returns
to the results page after viewing a result. If the user
returns, the result receives a lower score.

Any processes done on the data
returned from the index. Could involve
sorting, ordering, or compiling the data
retrieved from the index.
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su

such
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Representations

alphabetically
by relevance
by modification date

Algorithms

are

... gather all of the text on a given
web page, then continue gathering text
on all of the pages linked to the given page,
then follow the links on those pages, and so on.
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Grapevine allows users to actively rank results
(a customization process) but then attempts to guess
what the user will want based on what it has learned
(a personalization process).
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Ranking
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Crawlers

WWW Document
Databases
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an
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provide structure to

Sorted Lists

Amazon ranks related books and CDs by keeping track
of the purchasing habits of groups (group profiles).

Google ranks results during the indexing process
by examining the relationships created by the hyperlinks
in the documents. More popular sites score higher.
Clever does the ranking during post processing. It uses
an iterative process that looks at the popularity of a
site (much like Google) but does so in regard to the
keywords used in the search.
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Groups of WWW
Objects in context
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Page
Databases

in a

A collection of technologies that attempt
to rank the relative value of a set of results.
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Entries in the graph can reference each other. For instance,
a request for a stock quote of an entry could point to the
symbol, the symbol could point to the company name and the
current quote, the current quote could point to the quote history,
and the quote history could point to a quote histogram.
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html, text, gif, jpeg, png,
avi, mpeg, real, quicktime,
wav, pdf, rss, xml, xul files

provide
multiple
views of
data in a
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Objects residing in databases that
are not referenceable by a simple
URI such as
company names, addresses, phone
numbers, names of people,
personal profiles, horoscopes,
credit card numbers, product
names, prices, maps, event
listings, news clips, weather

for
data

send data to

Analyzers

create an

Indexers

sends data to a

Index

Post Processors
genera

generates
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If a graph is in place, the index functions
as a lightweight lookup table.
If no graph is used, the index contains
all of the data in addition to the lookup table,
in a list format.

Results Data
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to
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I-search and PLS are existing technologies.

as

Creates a lookup table from all of the
data fed into it. If a graph is not in use
all of the data fed into it is stored as
entries in the lookup table.

su

... are the input devices
of the data/document
storage system

sends data to an

Stored proxies of
physical world objects
and ideas

ch

Data Objects
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Raw Data

such as
XML, XUL, or RDF
Data is self-describing
and separate from the
form it will eventually take.
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Provides the architecture,
or “form” of the data for the
creation of the results page.
The templates can exist in
multiple, localized formats.
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boolean operators
spell checking
word stemming
case folding
internationalization
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phrase searching
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Keywords

such as
HTML streams
Form and content
are merged.

Information
to enable
Actions
toward

Understanding Internet Search

Goals
Could be organized as
cultural responses to human needs
(Malinowski) roughly,
Food
Or more simply,
Kinship
Work, Play, Learn
Shelter
Protection
and
Activities
Food, Clothing,
Training
Shelter, Love
Hygiene

User
Context

Concepts, Systems and Processes
8 August 1999
The suggested starting point for reading is “People”.
I would like to acknowledge Hugh Dubberly for his many suggestions,
and Ken Hickman and Paul Pangaro for their contributions.
Designed by Matt Leacock
Search Concept Map, version 1.2

a model of brand
Overview

More than a name or symbol

Measuring brand

This diagram is a model of brand, a term
often used in business, marketing, and
design. The diagram defines brand by
mapping related concepts and examples.

People speaking informally about brand
often use the term to mean the name or
symbol of a company. While this shorthand
is convenient, it misses an important truth.
A brand is at least two things: a name and
a perception of what the name means.

An important aspect of managing a brand
is measuring it. The diagram contains a
section on measuring brands. People who
understand brand development often
disagree on how to describe and measure
it, and experts often use different terms.
I propose three terms: position, reach, and
reputation. These three dimensions seem
to cover the subject as simply as possible.

Concept maps

1

Concept maps are webs of linked terms
that help us visualize our mental models
and clarify our thinking. In concept maps,
verbs connect nouns to form propositions.
Examples and details also accompany the
terms. More important terms receive typographic emphasis; less important ones and
examples are grayed back and pushed to
the periphery.

name

Brands as signs
brand

perception

Organization
The diagram attempts to present a comprehensive model of brand. It is framed
around four main ideas:
1) a brand is more than a name or symbol
2) creating a great customer experience is
the essence of good branding
3) perceptions of a brand can be measured
4) brands are a form of sign

sign

signiÀed

package form

Coke’s hour-glass bottle
L’eggs shell carton

product form

iconic products such as
Apple iMac
Volkswagen Beetle

uniforms

Boy Scout uniforms
the Swiss Guards’ uniforms

form of buildings

iconic buildings such as
McDonald’s stores with golden arches
Transamerica’s pyramid tower

symbols

name

represent

product

interpretant
experience

kinetic identity systems 3
with rules allowing variation
MTV
MIT Media Lab

Cushman carts driven by meter maids
the brown UPS trucks

celebrity endorsers

Bill Cosby for Jello

founders / managers

Martha Stewart for herself
Dave Thomas for Wendy’s
Bill Gates for Microsoft

invented characters

which inhabit real or fantasy worlds
human-like figures,
based on
the product – the M&Ms men
animals – Morris The Cat
people – Cap’n Crunch
magical creatures – Keebler Elves

can be

symbols do not represent brands
directly; instead, symbols call to
mind the name of a brand which
in turn calls to mind an associated
perception

brand

object

static identity systems
with fixed rules
Target
United Airlines

form of vehicles

brand

perception

name

signiÀer

words

most brand names and symbols
can be converted to property by
applying to a government to establish
trademark ownership;
once the government approves a
trademark application, a trademark
owner may prevent other people
from using the trademark without
permission

sounds

mascots

the GOP elephant

abbreviations

Coke for Coca-Cola
GM for General Motors
MSFT for Microsoft

slogans

FDR’s “Happy days are here again”

jingles

Wrigley’s “Double your pleasure; double your fun”

tag lines

Nike’s “Just do it”

anthems

The Star-Spangled Banner

auditory icons

Intel Inside TV ad signature
AOL’s “You’ve got mail”
Dolby THX’s “sonic boom”
telephone dial tone

theme music

Henry Mancini’s Pink Panther theme

things
(or ideas)

describing products
analogies for products
superlatives and qualities
unrelated to the product

Digital, Huggies, Newsweek
Oracle, Pampers, Sprint
All, Best, General, Paramount,
Apple, Camel, Frog, Thrasher

people
(often founders)

surnames
first names
groups

Dell, Ford, McDonald’s
Aldus, Ben & Jerry’s
Quaker Oats, Roman Meal

places
(often of origin)

specific spot
city or town
region
country
continent
larger still

Parliament, Wall Street Journal
Calistoga, Corning
Eastern, Great Plains
British Airways
North American Van Lines
Global, World, Universal

representamen

a brand name is a signiÀer;
signiÀers are those things
we hear or see that bring to
mind the signiÀed

brand

experience

Tiffany’s blue box
Gateway’s spotted box

perception

perception

representamen

product

package graphics

graphic devices
may be deployed as

name

Peirce suggests a more complex model
of signs. His model has three parts: object,
representamen, and interpretant. The
concept of brand as formed by the triad:
product, name, and perception, parallels
Peirce’s three-part model.

To complete the framework of the model, the
set of terms related to brand must be linked
to the set of terms related to experience.
Perception, common to both sets, is the link.

trade dress

spokesmen

Of course, perception of a brand does not
arise on its own. Rather, it grows out of
experience with a product. Here, product
is used in a broad sense incorporating the
results of many activities commonly associated with marketing. Likewise, experience means here any point at which
contact is made with a potential customer.

In this model, a brand manager (or steward)
is responsible for any item which comes into
contact with customers. By controlling all
the touch points, the manager tries to ensure
that customers have a great experience.

typographic
geometric
representational

2

Creating a great customer experience

experience

logos
logotypes
crests
monograms
flags

The idea that a brand is both a name and
a perception parallels Saussure’s model of
a sign. Saussure describes signs as having
two aspects: signifier and signified. A brand
name is a signifier and the perception of
what it means is the signified.

signiÀer

product

graphic devices

most products or aspects
of a product can also serve
as signiÀers of the brand

perception

can be

name

existing words

represents

through observation and analysis,
user experiences can form the basis
for improving products and may even
shape the stewards’ goals and values

coined words

analogous
arbitrary

Ampex, Compaq, Navistar
Formica, Kodak, Xerox, Unix

abbreviations

contractions
acronyms
initials

Fiberglas, Intel, Mobil, Wal-Mart
Alcoa, Nabisco, NYNEX, Texaco
CBS, KFC, IBM
Bell Atlantic, Union Pacific

hybrids

sign

promise

a brand steward is anyone associated
with the development or sale of a product,
including:

perceive audience
understand needs
analyze options
what’s delightful
what’s viable
what’s buildable
choose direction
define big idea or concept
design
prototype
test
iterate
build
release

signiÀed

brands can grow out of:
products
Coke, Frisbee
services
Amazon, Citigroup
organizations
GE, Harvard, Baptists
celebrities
real people
Elizabeth Taylor
fictional characters
Mickey Mouse
events
Rose Bowl

delivers

position

4

measures of a brand
in relation to other
brands

experience

perception

goals for brands may be expressed in
business plans estimating
sales
market share
profitability
return on investment
positioning statements which describe
product benefits
unique selling propositions
desired brand attributes
desired brand personality

price of the product
setting the suggested retail price (SRP)
creating volume discounts
creating special offers
placement of the product
(controlling the distribution process)
opening direct showrooms
Sony
Nike
opening a web site
opening a store-within-a-store
Ralph Lauren
placing signage
setting up merchandising displays
setting franchise standards
training salespeople
promotion of the product
through public relations activities
press releases
analyst briefings
launch events
by creating and running paid advertising
TV
radio
print
outdoor
online
by developing word-of-mouth
through other viral activities
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category
defines the set of competing brands

rental car companies
Avis, Budget, Hertz, National, Thrifty, etc.

relevance of the category
whether it matters to me

“do I need a car for a short time?”

ranking within the category
compared to other brands

leading brand, competes on quality
Hertz

commodity brands, compete on cost
Thrifty, Budget, etc.

reach

differentiation
degree of similarity to other brands

for example, Apple, Dell, and Gateway
are computer brands;
Apple is less like Dell;
Dell is more like Gateway

extent of recognition
percent of people in a given geography

unaided recognition
“name the brands you associate
with rental cars,” first and later mentions
aided recognition
“have you ever heard of Hertz?”

brand building begins at any
point of contact with a potential
customer

the experience people have with
a product shapes their perception
of a brand

the experience may
frustrate, satisfy, or delight

brand perception is
the audience expectation
achieved by the brand’s stewards;

frequency of exposure
number of impressions per unit time

leaving any contact to chance
creates a risk of a poor experience

direct experience
considering a purchase
visiting a point of sale
purchasing a product
setting up the product
using the product
maintaining the product
displaying the product

while experience shapes perception
perception also shapes experience

sometimes thought of as
brand image

frequency of use
e.g., average visits per week

a product may be related to
more than one brand:
under a homogeneous master brand
employed where products change
frequently and must work together
IBM
Microsoft
Sony

likewise an individual’s values, goals,
needs, and expectations also shape
perception of experience;
for example,
in a blind taste test Pepsi beat Coke
in a labeled test Coke beat Pepsi

develop

creation of the product
designing the product
function and behavior
skin and form
interface
documentation
packaging
manufacturing the product
assembly process
quality control
providing customer service
guarantees and return policies
phone centers
web sites

as a co-brand
simple co-brand
American Airlines MasterCard
an ingredient brand
Intel Inside on a Compaq Computer
a provenance brand
Appellation Margaux Controlée
Made in Japan
an endorsement brand
Underwriters Laboratories
a compatibility brand
MacOS

market share
percent of use within a category

reputation

individuals

identify with
prefer
like / accept
ignore
reject

emotional attributes

affinity
trust
respect

rational attributes

value of product
consistency of experience
clarity of the brand’s purpose

personality
(tone or character)

described along dimensions
such as
young vs mature
feminine vs masculine
small vs large
quiet vs loud
playful vs serious

measures of a brand
in terms of attributes
that people assign to it

individuals compare their needs
with their expectation of one or
more brands in a category;

in a mixed brand family
which may indicate confusion about strategy
for example, General Motors’ brand family
Buick
Chevrolet
GM Truck
Saturn
in a heterogeneous brand system
employed for commodities to increase
shelf space and sales
for example, Proctor & Gamble makes
both Tide and Cheer but does not identify
them as coming from P&G

duration of use
e.g., average length of visit

indirect experience
what friends say
what experts say
what competitors say
what the stewards say
e.g., ads, PR
how others use the product
e.g., buy, display, etc.
how others react
to display of the product

they decide which brand most
closely matches their needs;

at the highest level,
affinity results in a passion brand
or lifestyle brand
where the brand becomes
a means of self expression
e.g., Nike or Catholicism

if there is a match, they may

influence

product is used here in a broad sense
and incorporates the traditional four
Ps of marketing: product, price,
placement, and promotion

purchase
joining
adoption

audiences may be segmented
based on:
demographics
psychographics
technographics
interests
attitudes
usage of a product

interpretant

measures of a brand
in terms of numbers
of people affected
brand stewards have goals for their brands
often, an important goal is to influence
perception of a brand in a way that induces

perceptions of a brand can be measured
and aggregated to give an overall view;
perceptions can also be correlated to
various audiences

major brands
Avis, National

the signiÀed is co-created
by both brand stewards who
provide products (and messages
about them) and individuals who
experience the products

shapes

by

measured

our perception of a brand –¬
the experiences and expectations
we associate with it – are its
signiÀed

object

product

builds

sometimes thought of as
brand identity

guides

senior management
brand managers
product managers
marketing managers
engineers
designers
factory workers
salespeople
customer support people
sales partners

can be

brand

brand promise is
the audience expectation of a brand
that is desired by the brand’s stewards;

in terms of

brand stewards shape products
by managing marketing and
development which may include
these steps:

can teach

imagine

brand stewards hold the brand in trust,
both for the financial owners and also
for the emotional owners – those
people who experience the brand

shapes

stewards

brands are signs; signs
are the combination of a
signiÀer and a signiÀed;
one cannot be thought of
without the other

purchase
join
adopt
use
display

other brand measure taxonomies:
(alternatives to position, reach, reputation)

if there’s not a match,
they may look for new options
or modify their expectations

Brand Attributes
relevant
appealing
differentiated
consistent
quality
good value

Brand Asset Valuator
strength
relevance
differentiation
stature
knowledge
esteem

- from G2,
Gaynelle Grover

- from Young & Rubicam

external systems
external systems play a role in
shaping individual’s
values
goals
needs
expectations
(external systems also affect brand
stewards)
cultural systems such as
language
political systems
economic structures
available technologies

5

6

Maslow’s list of human needs

Malinowski’s list of human needs and responses

physiological
safety and security
belongingness and love
esteem
cognitive
aesthetic
self-actualization

metabolism — commissariat
reproduction — kinship
bodily comforts — shelter
safety — protection
movement — activities
growth — training
health – hygiene

the physical environment
natural resources
weather
disasters

4
Jack Trout and Al Ries,
Positioning: The Battle for Your Mind,
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5
Abraham Maslow
Motivation and Personality, 1954
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6
Bronislaw Malinowski
A Scientific Theory of Culture
and Other Essays, 1944
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often own ... hardware 31
some of whom are ... developers 23
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internet

connects ... devices 25
supports
supports ... web services 33

Including getting information, communicating,
collaborating, playing, working, creating, and buying
and selling.
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Application
programming
interface
specification.

Notes that developers include to
explain source code to
themselves and others.
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be processed by the Javadoc tool.
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dynamic compilation

In running
programs,
declarations define
a variable's
existence and
determine scope.

13

du

In running
programs,
statements
prescribe actions
or a sequence of
actions.

defines the
behavior of ... APIs

an

Fields are
sometimes
referred to as
properties.

15

rn

Primitives
generally enable
basic math or
comparison
operations.

fields define a location to store data

or on ... objects 15
... interfaces 14

12

refer to ... objects

le a

may override existing

constructors

statements declarations comments

25

programs
25

types field types can be primitives or object references

Just-In-Time compilation

The virtual machine may encounter a problem, or exception, while a program is running.
The Java language requires that pieces of code which are likely to encounter a particular
error offer a mechanism for handling the exception at runtime. When an error is
encountered, the virtual machine executes the code designed to respond to the error.

Java technology is especially
useful in devices that are
connected by a network.

may define new

implements 22

s

Methods are
detailed
instructions that
cause a running
object to take
action or
manipulate data.

Significantly improves virtual machine
performance by translating groups of
instructions from byte code to machine
code rather than one instruction at a
time.

are used by
support ... services 26
such as ... hardware 31

such as ... applications 28
enable ... services 26
run on and connect ... devices

methods

Watching for data in memory that is no longer needed and freeing the memory for reuse.
Other programming languages require programmers to free memory explicitly when a
piece of data is no longer needed, which can increase the development effort.

bug is trapped by a

Scope limits access to methods and properties. Levels include:
• public: can be called or manipulated freely
• protected: can be called or manipulated by a class in the same package
• private: can be called or manipulated only by the same class.

scope

field or class types can be... classes

inner classes

Goes beyond Just-in-Time compilation by
examining the code as it runs and
focusing optimization efforts on the most
critical pieces of code as it executes.
Dynamic compilation is enacted by the
Java HotSpotTM virtual machine.

garbage collection

ha

implements 21

15

when debugged,
contributes to

run on a

are read by a

testing
may find a

binary files
Are computerreadable.
Binary files
usually have
the suffixes
.jar, .jcm,
.class, .ear, or
.war.

Are processor
dependent. They can
be read by the
processor directly.

fragment or
application

by

may also be a

methods and fields

In runtime, refers to the process of
turning an object into a data stream for
purposes of transmission or storage.

are
constrained by

are
stored in

text files

Is platform
independent. It
almost never can
be read by the
processor
directly.

im
pro
ved

may rely on parent's

12

by

im
be

15

Is human
readable.

classes

can

performance can be

12

serialization

can be

machine instructions

improves

subclass (child class) inherits methods and properties from a

interfaces
objects

running in RAM are
may be categorized as
are constrained by
are distinguished by

security model controls access to critical resources

ved
pro

allows adjustment of ... objects

helps identify
problems with

byte code

A software utility
that turns
human-readable
text files into
machinefriendly byte
code.

may be thought of
as running ... objects

source code

constitute a

debugger

is stored in

virtual machine

compiles source code into

contribute to
the generation of

source code framework

is edited in the
is the foundation for
The combination of the class
the completed
structures and the user interface
framework into a skeleton of the
application's overall source code. Does
not include implementation details.
Are human-readable.
Usually have the
suffixes .java or .jav.
The software development process is iterative, with several
rounds of designing, writing, compiling, running, and testing
before software is deployed.

compiler

defines

contribute to
the generation of

Basic source code that
describes the graphical
user interface.
Does not include
implementation details.

text editor
is used to create

lay out

user interface
frameworks

are examples
of ... classes 12

outline

are used to build the

class
structures

translates
byte code into

Java developers often use specific development environments
called Integrated Development Environments, or IDEs.

superclass (parent class) may be an abstract class

Runtime instances of classes.
15
may implement
are runtime instances of ... classes
have
are created by

classes implement

Including memory and hard drive.

visual programming tools

Class structures
are basic source
code that
provides a
framework
for the classes,
describes the
class hierarchy,
and provides the
names of the
class methods
and properties.
Does not include
implementation
details (method
definitions).

enforces a 20

12

Abstract classes permit child
classes to inherit a defined method
or to create groups of related
classes for polymorphic behavior.

can be
used
through

tools such as

packages

APIs
define

17

are used to write, test, and debug

14

Particular to Java,
interfaces are source code
files that define a set of
functions (methods) that
are required by a class.
Interfaces name methods
and set an expectation for
each method's behavior,
but do not implement the
methods. Interfaces allow
a piece of code to be
written in such a way that
the code can work with
any type of class that
supports the interface.

by ed
ed ir
ok qu
inv ne re
are defi
y
ma
are
constrained by
manipulate
consist of

development environments may include

Classes are source
code files that
describe a unit of
programming. A class
relates a set of data
(fields) and functions
(methods) that use
the data.
Inner classes reside inside
another class, allowing
for better organization.
Should not be confused
with subclasses.

le
ab
en

16

architecturally independent applications
application can run in multiple environments
portability One
without being rewritten or recompiled.

13

2

is defined by the

enables 19

11

class libraries implement

define

Architecturally dependent machines that are available
for nearly every contemporary operating system.

10

implement

Java virtual machine
Java virtual machine specification
(JVM )

An application programming interface is the
written or understood specification of how a
piece of software interacts with the outside
world. It specifies what input the application
or application component accepts, how the
software will behave, and what output it will
provide. All computer software relies on a
variety of APIs to achieve tasks such as
writing a file or displaying text. APIs often
depend on other APIs.

may contain
multiple
may
contain multiple

Java Native Interface (JNI) provides a method for calling native
functions such as operating system or legacy library functions.

Development process
may consist of

24

reduced development time
ability to write higher-quality code
more maintainable code
ability to call non-Java functions

TM

begins with

Selected Java products have been
localized into many languages. This
localization is one of the key factors
for adoption of Java technology
worldwide.

Such as the object
model, inheritance,
modularity,
abstraction, hierarchy,
implementation
hiding, information
hiding, encapsulation,
and polymorphism.

is added to the
definition of ... Java 0
may be implemented in

18

to create and run

Downloads and documentation are
available at http://java.sun.com.

As opposed to a purely procedural
programming language.

principles provide benefits and advantages

Class libraries are
organized collections
of prebuilt classes
and functions used to
create other classes.
Class libraries can be
part of the Java
standard – meaning
they have been
ratified by the Java
Community Process –
or created by
individual developers
for their own or their
company's use.

are ratified by... the JCP

Alternate implementations are written
to the same specification and pass the
TCK, but can be licensed differently
and may have enhanced features
beyond the reference

trademark

is a name for a ... programming language
is also a name for ... SDKs and JREs
defines a set of ... APIs 13
is implemented as a set of ... platforms 27
can be used to write ... programs 24

9

contain multiple

is a 1

Java object model

such as

0

may revise

43

syntax and
keywords
object-oriented programming language is based on the

is organized by

is added to the
definition of ... Java

maintenance
lead may request major revisions via

7

alternate
implementations

A Reference Implementation is
a working example of the JSR.
Other companies will produce
their own implementations.
The TCK is a suite of tests,
tools, and documentation that
provides a standard way of
testing an implementation for
compliance with a Java
specification.

is defined by the ... Java Language Specification
is used to write ... programs 24
is used to write ... class libraries 10

The Java language has roots in C, Objective C,
SmallTalk, and LISP.

public may become a new Java specification is instantiated in a Reference Implementation
Java specification describes
draft Asome
& Technology Compatibility Kit (TCK)
aspect of Java technology,
including language, virtual
machines, platform editions,
profiles, and APIs.

administers the
chairs the
exists within

The Java Specification Participation
Agreement is a one-year renewable
agreement that allows signatories to
become members of the JCP.
Alternatively, developers can sign the
more limited Individual Expert
Participation Agreement (IEPA).

se

sts
ho

6

There are two
executive
committees:
J2EE/J2SE and
J2ME.

Programming language

JSPA

defines

which is

SM

draft
are led by

Java

expert groups consist of members of Java Community overseen by the Executive
and do the work of the
Process (JCP) develops
Committee comments on

a new specification
or significant revision
to an existing spec.

Program
Management Office

become members of the JCP by signing
within the context of the Java Community Process,
may function as ... developers 23
support the development of ... Java 0
make ... SDKs 29
make versions of a ... JVM 18 Companies include
certify Java applications using
IBM, Motorola,
Nokia, Oracle,
Novell, Netscape,
Hewlett-Packard,
Apple, and BEA.
8

have

companies
includes members from

0

that is an

supports the development of ... Java
provides ... documentation 42
owns the ... Java trademark 1
make(s) ... SDKs 29
makes versions of a ... JVM 18
provides
is represented on

logo

Java Specification if accepted becomes a communitymay become a
Request (JSR) A proposal to develop draft
is submitted to

0

features and benefits

5

Java 2 Platform:
end-to-end solutions

5

champion

logo

3

object-oriented programming language 9
explicit error handling 22
garbage collection 21
security model 20
architecturally independent applications 19
Java virtual machine 18

Developers
may submit or comment on a ... Java Specification Request 3
who are members of the Java Community Process serve on ... expert groups
form ... Java developer communities 4
comment on a ... public draft 6
participate in the ... Java Community Process 2
may request revisions from the ... maintenance lead 7
who are members of the JCP elect the ... executive committee 8
often use ... development environments 16
participate in the ... development process

members join the JCP by signing the

specification leads
(spec leads)

Concept Maps
The diagram takes the form of a concept map – a web of linked
terms showing both overall structure and details. By showing
everything – the forest and the trees – in a single view, concept
maps help people visualize mental models and clarify thoughts.

Including news services, instant messaging services,
e-mail services, communication software, collaboration
software, discussion forums, games, the world wide web,
productivity software, image-creation software, and
marketplace services.

software is developed with ... platforms
Including servers, web-based solutions, stand-alone
applications, and clients.

TM

for enterprise servers and applications
32

TM

35

is one type of

Includes the JLS and
documentation
describing what the
platform packages are
and what features the
JVM must support.

Includes Web
Services, Getting
Started, Java XML,
Internationalization,
Sound, and Java 2D.

39

J2SE Platform
Specification

other
documentation

such as

35

32
Specifies that the entire
J2SE JLS is applicable to
J2EE, includes additional
specifications for J2EE,
specifies what features
the JVM must support,
and what the platform
packages are.

J2ME Platform
Specification

43
Specifies which parts
of the JLS are
applicable to J2ME,
what features the JVM
must support, and
what the platform
packages are.

Mobile Information
Device Profile (MIDP)
Specification

Specifies packages:
http
log
device access
timers
framework

Foundation Profile
Specification

tutorials
Java Language
Specification (JLS)
Provides a complete
specification for the
syntax and semantics of
the Java programming
language.

Java BluePrints
Guidelines, patterns,
and code for end-to-end
applications.

Connected Limited
Device Configuration
(CLDC) Specification

J2EE Connector
Specification

Connected Device
Configuration (CDC)
Specification
PersonalJava
Specification

There are several
implementations of
Mobile Information
Device Profile,
including MIDP for
Palm 1.0.3, MIDP
1.04 for Monty, and
MIDP 2.0.

Personal Profile
Specification
Personal Basis Profile
Specification
J2EE API Specification

Connected Limited
Device Configuration
includes specific
packages that are
subsets of the J2SE
equivalent:
java.io
java.lang
java.util
javax.microedition.io

Connected Limited
Device Configuration
(CLDC) API Documents

TM

A JVM can be
optimized
for residential
gateway servers.

Java Card
virtual machine

Java virtual
machine

Java virtual
machine

runs on

runs on

A JVM can be optimized
for set-top boxes.

real-time operating
systems (RTOS)

proprietary
systems

run on

run on

The J2ME Wireless
Toolkit includes the
necessary tools,
emulators,
documentation, and
examples to develop
and simulate Java
applications targeted
at cell phones,
pagers, PDAs, and
other small devices.

PersonalJava

Java Card, subscriber
identity module (SIM)
phones, and
multi-application smart
cards

televisions

network-aware
appliances,
automobiles, and
Telematic networks

Windows
SolarisTM
proprietary systems

J2ME API Specification
Mobile Information
Device Profile (MIDP)
API Documents

runs on a

J2ME
Wireless
Toolkit

Includes the necessary
tools, emulators, and
runtime environment
to develop and test
applets for the Java
Card platform.

Java Card
Development
Kit

J2SE API Specification

On handheld and
embedded devices, the
initial implementation
of Java technology
addresses the software
needs of networked
applications running
on consumer devices
such as set-top boxes
and smart phones.

run on

point-of-sale (POS)
systems, pagers, cell
phones, and personal
digital assistants (PDAs)

specifies and
documents ... J2EE

Java Embedded
Server
framework
runs on a

run on

Depend on the Java
Media Framework
(JMF), which is
optional to J2SE but
required for Java TV.

runs on

Palm OS, Windows CE,
RTOS, Linux, Symbian OS,
proprietary systems

such as

J2EE Platform
Specification

J2ME
documentation

specifies and
documents ... J2ME

are built with the

are built using

Java TV APIs

Includes specific
packages:
java.lang
javacard.framework
javacard.security
javacardx.crypto

J2SE
documentation

such as

is used to
build and run

are built with

Java Card API
is contained in the
defines a

A JVM can be optimized for cell phones,
PDAs, and other similarly resourced devices.

contains a
subset of a

A set of
packages that
define basic
services for a
range of
devices.

are contained in

include a

personal workstations
computers

depends on

are contained in
depend on

run on

HP-UX
Compaq Tru64
beOS
VMS

MIDP

configurations such as CLDC

run on

run on

34

SunOSTM
AIX
Alpha
RS6000
FreeBSD
NeXT

such as

Java virtual machine

Some JVMs are optimized for various types
of laptops, workstations, and desktops.

Windows
Mac OS
Unix
Linux
Irix
SolarisTM

CDC

runs on

operating system-based
Java virtual machine

Java TV Xlets

are built using a

are built using

2

Java-enabled may be enabled by an
browser or viewer

runs on

may be enabled by a

Some browsers may be Java-enabled
because they include the Java Plug-In.
Some users may need to download
the Java Plug-In for their browsers.
Installing the Java Plug-In will also
install the J2SE runtime environment.

Connected Device
Configuration
includes specific
packages that are
subsets of the J2SE
equivalent:
java.lang
java.util
java.net
java.io
java.text
java.security

Personal such as Profiles such as
Profile (PP)

includes a

J2SE Software
Development Kit

Java Card applets

Such as home services and
network-aware automobiles.

Profiles are packages required
for a particular vertical
market segment or set of
related devices. Other profiles
include Foundation, Game,
Personal Basis Profile, and PDA.

depends on

A system that
enables
developers to
incorporate
online help in
applications or
web sites.

Such as user-controlled camera
views and video on demand.

J2EE
documentation

specifies and
documents ... J2SE

is used to build and run

are built with

MIDlets run in a

41

is available via http://java.sun.com.

such as

is used to build and run

are
built with

may be
built with

may be
built with

J2ME
applications

are built using

J2ME
applets

are built using

embedded
applications

Such as ATMs and
point-of-sale services.

Documentation

TM

interactive television
applications

may be

TM

Java Embedded
Server (JES)

TM

applications for use
with Smart Cards

optional are J2ME
packages optional
packages

may become platform packages via the ... JCP

JavaHelp

42

Java TV

cell phone
applications

run in a

is used to build applications
and services based on

TM

PDA
applications

are
built with

for example
TM

A set of classes
used to write
three-dimensional
graphics applets
or applications.

A powerful set of text matching and
manipulation routines supported by
many programming languages.
Java technology implements
Perl-compatible regular

runs inside a ... web browser

servers

Java 3D

runs on

Solaris, Linux, Windows,
HP-UX, AIX, FreeBSD

Jini network technology provides
one infrastructure for delivering
services in a network and for
creating spontaneous interaction
between programs that use
those services.

Java regular
expressions

The J2SE SDK includes the source code,
class libraries, development tools, and
runtime environment required to build
Java applications and applets.

Java Plug-In
TM

run inside an

33

Jini

are built using

for example
A component kit that
provides a set of graphical
user interface elements.
Swing can be used to rapidly
build applications without
writing original code to
support common interface
elements. Supports a native
look and feel on many
common operating systems.

runs on

Can host EJBs,
servlets and
JSPs.

runs on

Hosts EJBs,
servlets and JSPs.

run on

run on

specific devices (hardware)

runs on

Some JVMs are
optimized for servers.

24

A JRE is the software environment in
which programs compiled for the Java
virtual machine can run. The runtime
system comprises everything necessary to
run programs written in the Java
programming language, including the
Java virtual machine, which may be a Java
interpreter, and the platform packages.
JREs may be developed by Sun or by other
companies.

J2SE optional packages are

Provides a framework for developing and hosting J2EE applications
that run inside web containers. The pack includes the Java APIs for
XML included in the Java XML Pack, the JavaServer Pages Standard
Tag Library (JSTL), the Ant build tool, the Java WSDP Registry Server,
and the Tomcat Java Servlet and JavaServer Pages container.

Java-enabled
web server

Java Card

specialized
embedded applications

Optional packages define
a set of methods to
address specific
functionality required for
certain specialized
applications. Applications
that require optional
packages must be shipped
with the package code.

platform packages are contained in the

Beans Swing

Java Web Services Developer Pack

J2EE
application
server

Java 2 Platform Micro Edition is intended to run on devices
with limited computing power, such as cell phones or PDAs.
J2ME has reduced processor and memory requirements. It is
based on subsets of J2SE with additional components for
market segments such as hand-held devices.

Discrete units of software
functionality that conform to the
JavaBeans API and are designed to be
reusable components. The JavaBeans
API makes it particularly easy for
Beans to be utilized by visual
programming tools. (In an
architecture analogy, these would be
prebuilt walls, windows, or doors.)

37

Universal Description,
Discovery, and Integration
provides a way for businesses
to discover each other. Can
also be used programmatically
by applications to locate an
application or service.

is used to build ... web services

40

Implement a main method. A class that
defines an application must declare a
main method, which the Java virtual
machine uses as the starting point for
the application. The main method gets
executed when the application starts.

Also referred to as required or core
packages, platform packages are the
heart of the Java programming
language. The packages include
myriad classes that define user
interface components, a
programming event model, text and
math processing tools, code-level
security, objects for memory storage
of complex data, and methods for
invoking remote applications, to
name just a few.

UDDI

Examples include:
¡avax.activation
javax.ejb
javax.servlet
javax.transaction
javax.xml

J2SE applications

38

TM

JavaBeans

Can be HTML,
WML, XHTML,
or voice XML.

Provides a way for applications
to communicate. SOAP is
typically transmitted via HTTP.
37

desktop applications
34

Extend the applet class, which
provides developers with a basic
framework for rapid development of
a limited application. This includes a
basic user interface framework and
event model.

J2ME

TM

Simple Object
Access Protocol
(SOAP)

Includes the binary version of the J2EE Reference
Implementation, plus the development tools and
documentation needed to build a J2EE application.

Java virtual is instantiated by
machine runs on

include ... packages 11
are used to run ... programs

markup language

are built with

include

16

contains

J2SE applets

Provides a structured and
extensible mechanism for
organizing and presenting data.
Many Java packages and classes
utilize XML to store and exchange
data.

include

are contained in
may include ... tools 17
are used in ... development environments
include ... class libraries 10
are used to create ... programs 24

J2EE Software Development Kit

36

Extensible Markup
Language (XML)

web container

J2EE platform include ... platform packages
packages

web browser

may run inside a

JSPs define a page
element, which can be
HTML, XML, or another
markup language. JSPs
execute as servlets.
They can call other
JSPs, servlets, or EJBs.

J2EE specific
packages

run on
31

an URL request.
Servlets commonly
generate HTML, XML,
or dynamic images.
They can call other
servlets, JSPs, or
EJBs.

TM

is contained in
can be created by

10

Java runtime environments
(JREs) include a

operating
systems

TM

are built using
run inside a

EJB
container

Provides a mechanism
for connecting to legacy
information systems.

is created by a

can be a
run inside a

connector
architecture

run inside a
are built using

are built using
run inside an

are composed of

Enterprise JavaBeans
define independent pieces
of business logic or
application behavior that
can call either servlets,
JSPs, or other EJBs.

Sometimes referred to as
required or core packages.

Software Development
Kits (SDKs)

provides a 34

can be ... J2SE applets 36
can be ... J2SE applications 38
can be ... J2ME applets 40
can be ... MIDlets 41

Enterprise never directly build servlets may directly build JavaServer always directly build
Pages (JSP ) embed programming code in a
JavaBeans (EJB)
Servlets respond to

deployment
descriptor

Manage
transactions,
life-cycles,
and data
persistence.

client components always have user interfaces

are built using

are
may utilize the
are run in
are configured by a

is housed in

are composed of

packages or
libraries are ... class libraries

have interfaces provided by
can call other

TM

Cannot function on their
own, but are used by other
components or runnable
components.

containers

30

A standardized way
of integrating and
shaping business logic,
data, and processes
across a network.

are

business logic is described by server components

is based on subsets of 39
Java 2 Platform Standard Edition is intended to run
on desktops, laptops, and workstations. J2SE also
includes the core language packages and classes
used by J2EE and J2ME.

applications embedded
in a web page run inside a ... web browser

be enabled by
web services may
are enabled by

for consumer and embedded servers and applications

TM

are

are configured by

Components that can
run on their own.

components

29

33

such as

have

are composed of

run on

runnable components

J2SE

is used to
build and run

Java 2 Platform Enterprise Edition is
used to build secure, scalable,
distributable server-based
applications for large enterprises.

enterprise applications such as web-based and client/server
applications applications

applications

for desktop servers and applications

depends upon

is used to
build and run

is used to build and run

provide building blocks for
28

J2EE

may be interpreted by a

platforms

such as

27

read configurations from a

23

Sun works with
has a

begins with

Java forums often discuss Java in Java developer
4 communities

The diagram is intended to help developers who are familiar
with one part of the Java platform understand other parts. It
relates unfamiliar technologies to ones with which developers
may already be familiar. The diagram also provides an overview
for developers who are new to Java technology and an
introduction for non-programmers who want to improve their
ability to converse with developers. For more information,
visit the web site at http://java.sun.com.

In concept maps, verbs connect nouns to form propositions.
Examples and details accompany the terms. More important
terms receive visual emphasis; less important terms and
examples are in gray. Purple terms and purple lines indicate a
process. Terms followed by a number link to terms preceded
by the same number.

Java Community Process

SM

2

are represented on the

What is Java Technology?
This diagram is a model of Java™ technology. The diagram
explains Java technology by placing it in the context of related
concepts and examples, and by defining its major components
and the connections between them. It shows how developers
use Java technology to create programs that benefit people
everywhere, and explains how computers and networks relate
to Java technology.

Telematic networks
connect computers with
telecommunications
systems.

Connected Device
Configuration (CDC)
API Documents
Java Series

Java Series

J2EE Tutorials

J2SE Tutorials
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standards
organizations include

8
0

Concept Map

originally chartered
charters
members form

Internet Society (ISoc) is a professional
membership society with more than 150
organizations and 11,000 individual members from over 182 countries.

IETF sponsors

working groups are managed by

IESG decisions can be appealed to

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
is a voluntary, non-commercial organization
comprised of individuals concerned with the
evolution of the architecture and operation
of the Internet. 16

approves

Begin reading anywhere you like or from
the top or from the word “people.” 1

write

A concept map is a web of terms. Verbs
connect nouns to form propositions.
Groups of propositions form larger structures. Examples and details accompany
most terms. More important terms receive visual emphasis; less important
terms, details, and examples are in gray.
Terms related to names and addresses
(the heart of DNS) are in blue. Terms
followed by a number link to terms preceded by the same number.

This diagram is a model of the Domain
Name System (DNS), a system vital to the
smooth operation of the Internet. The goal
of the diagram is to explain what DNS
is, how it works, and how it’s governed.
The diagram knits together many facts
about DNS in hopes of presenting a comprehensive picture of the system and the
context in which it operates.

ISoc

rely on

Domain Name System

implementors include

ISC implements standards defined in

Implementors write software based
on standards—that is, they implement
the standards. Other implementors
include Cisco and Microsoft as well as
smaller firms such as Men & Mice.

maintains

10

Internet Software Consortium (ISC) is a
non-profit corporation that develops and
maintains reference implementations of
core Internet protocols—and makes
them available for free. 23
21

National
Telecommunications and
Information Administration
(NTIA) enters into

Department
of Commerce
(DoC) includes

9

Congress votes funds for

Memos of
Understanding
(MoUs) establish a relationship with

charters

NTIA is run by an Administrator who reports
to the Secretary of the DoC. NTIA has direct
responsibility for working with ICANN.

Congress has given DoC primary responsibility for managing Internet related issues.
The President of the United States nominates the Secretary of the DoC who must
then be confirmed by the Senate.
34

The US House of Representatives has a
Committee on Commerce, and the US
Senate has a Committee on Commerce,
Science, and Transportation, which has a
Sub-Committee on Commerce. These
committees oversee the Department of
Commerce (DoC).

DoC also includes a Technology Administration run by the Under-Secretary for
Technology. The Technology Administration
includes the National Institute of Standards
and Technology which provides technical
advice to NTIA.

IANA functions were moved to
Internet Assigned Numbers
Authority (IANA) originally handled
many of the functions that are now
ICANN’s responsibility. ICANN hired
many of IANA’s staff.

626,000
272,000
342,895

RFC 779 “Internet Name Domains,” outlined the problem, 9/81
RFC 819 “The Domain Naming Convention for Internet User Applications,” 8/82, first defined ... DNS 0
RFC 881 “The Domain Names Plan and Schedule,” 11/83, updated by RFC 897
RFC 882 “Domain Names - Concepts And Facilities,” 11/83, updated by RFC 1034
RFC 883 “Domain Names - Implementation And Specification,” 11/83, updated by RFC 1035
RFC 973 “Domain System Changes and Observations,” 1/86
RFC 974 “Mail Routing And The Domain System,” 1/86, ... authored by 33
RFC 1034 “Domain Names - Concepts And Facilities,” 11/87
RFC 1035 “Domain Names - Implementation And Specification,” 11/87, defines many ... record types 25
RFC 1591 “Domain Name System Structure and Delegation,” 3/94
RFC 1886 “DNS Extensions to support IP version 6,” 12/95
RFC 2065 “Domain Name System Security Extensions,” 1/97, see also RFC 2136, 2137, 2535, 3007, 3008
RFC 2870 “Root Name Server Operational Requirements,” 6/00, defines the role of ... Root Server Operators
RFC 2916 “E.164 Number and DNS,” 9/00, ... authored by 31
RFC 2929 “Domain Name System (DNS) IANA Considerations,” 9/00
RFC 3071 “Reflections on the DNS, RFC 1591, and Categories of Domains” 2/01, ... authored by 32
RFC 3363 “Representing IPv6 Addresses in the DNS, 8/02, see also RFC 3364 ... authored by 30
RFC 3467 ”Role of the Domain Name System (DNS), 2/03, ... authored by 32
RFC 3490 ”Internationalizing Domain Names in Applications (IDNA),” 3/03, ... authors include 31

Berkeley Internet Name Domain (BIND):
name server, resolver library, and tools.

runs at the pleasure of

IAB provides advice to
Internet Architecture Board (IAB)

specify rules for assignments made by

RFCs related to DNS include

Requests for Comments (RFCs) document
technical and organizational aspects of
the Internet.

BIND is used by most ... name servers

United States
government

11

Internet Engineering Steering
Group (IESG)

The first MoU between NTIA and ICANN
was signed on November 25, 1998. Since
then, there have been 5 amendments to the
original agreement. The latest amendment
was signed in September 30, 2002 and extends the agreement for one year.

238,000

22
427,000

310,000
500,000

500,000
88,819

4

registrars pay

Registrars exist primarily to lease domain names. In many
cases, registry operators also act as registrars. The
unrestricted generic top-level domains (gTLDs) now have
many registrars. ICANN has accredited 167 registrars
for the gTLDs. Registrars pay ICANN $5000 per year to
be accredited.
Registrars set rates and terms for leasing names. Rates
generally vary from $10 to $35 per year for gTLDs Some
country-code top-level domains (ccTLDs) are much higher,
e.g. Speednames is asking 375 euros for a one year lease
of a .gl name. However, .ar offers free registration. Terms
are generally 1 to 2 years though some registrars offer
terms up to 10 years, a limit imposed by ICANN.

people

Registry operators must provide public access to a database of the
domain names and related contact information in their TLD—the Whois
database. They must also provide access to the zone data file—the
domain/name servers information for all names in their TLD. They should
also periodically deposit registration data into escrow with an approved
escrow operator.

contain

Operator or sponsor
IANA under the guidance of IAB
VeriSign Global Registry Services
Educause
US General Services Administration (recently opened to state governments)
IANA .int Domain Registry
VeriSign Global Registry Services
US DoD Network Information Center
Public Interest Registry

New gTLDs, approved in November, 2000
.aero
for air-transport industry
.biz
for businesses
.coop
for cooperative associations
.info
unrestricted
.museum for museums
.name
for individuals
.pro
for credentialed professionals

Société Internationale de Télécommunications Aéronautiques (SITA)
NeuLevel, Inc.
Dot Cooperation LLC
Afilias Limited
Museum Domain Management Association
Global Name Registry
RegistryPro

return

Actually, clients generally
rely on an operating system
(OS) to provide a resource
called a stub resolver 24
which keeps a list of recently
visited sites and their IP addresses (a cache) and talks to
the local DNS server. (Stub
resolvers are contrasted with
full or iterative resolvers.)

The OS finds a local server by:
1) reading IP addresses explicitly
entered during configuration or
2) receiving IP addresses along with
its own IP address via Dynamic
Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP)

checks

a cache

Only 10 ccTLD registries have signed sponsorship agreements with ICANN:
.af, .au, .bi, .jp, .ke, .la, .mw, .sd, .tw, .uz 27

20

Fee apportionment and legal jurisdiction are issues creating controversy
and inhibiting adoption of sponsorship agreements. In the meantime,
the sponsors already in place continue to operate without agreements,
and some make voluntary contributions in lieu of paying fees.

The root servers are operated
voluntarily, without charge and
without external subsidy, and in
the absence of any formal,
external monitoring.

For example, a query might begin
with this local name server :
pdevine.com
63.193.117.11
and proceed as follows

or, if no record is found,

21

26

1 of 13 worldwide

a root
name server
points to

checks

its records
or, if a record is found, it
if no record is found, returns an error

22

23

1 of 719 worldwide

a TLD
name server
points to

its records
21

Root Server Operators:
VeriSign/Network Solutions, Inc (NSI)
Information Sciences Institute, USC
PSINet
University of Maryland
NASA
Internet Software Consortium (ISC)
Defense Information Systems Agency
Army Research Laboratory
NORDUNet
VeriSign/Network Solutions, Inc (TBD)
RIPE-NCC
ICANN (TBD)
WIDE

1 of 10,000s worldwide

USA Authoritative
USA Mirrored
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
Sweden
USA
UK
USA
Japan

69,351

75,000

827,000
165,000
111,795
144,251

Often a user’s local name server
performs two functions:
1) it provides a full resolver for
local clients trying to find Internet
hosts outside its local network, and
2) it acts as an authoritative name
server to the outside world for
queries about the local network.
You can think of the server as
having two components: one for
inbound queries about local hosts
and one for outbound queries
about remote hosts. Depending on
the implementation, these
functions may be performed by the
same program, BIND being the
most common, or they could be
performed by separate programs
on one machine or by separate
machines altogether.

175,000

64,485
156,000

148,436

the 2 domain name servers
for example.com:
a.iana-servers.net 192.0.34.43
b.iana-servers.net 193.0.0.236

The TLD name server returns a list of
(at least 2) domain name servers with
authoritative information on the
requested domain. The local name
server picks one to query and asks
for an A record. 25

a domain
name server

or may contain a record that

a sub-domain
name server
checks

or may contain
if no record is found, returns an error

21

The domain name servers for
example.com contain a record
for the www sub-domain and
return the name and IP address
to the local name server which
returns the record to the stub
resolver that originated the query.

or returns

points to

checks

97,335

its records

The current number of root servers
is limited to 13 as that is the
maximum number of name servers
and their address records that fit in
one 512-octet answer for a SOA
record. The original 512 restriction
was put in place to reduce the probability of fragmentation of DNS
responses.

Located in:
Herndon, VA
Marina Del Rey, CA
Herndon, VA
College Park, MD
Mountain View, CA
Palo Alto and SF, CA
Vienna, VA
Aberdeen, MD
Stockholm
Herndon, VA
London
Marina Del Rey, CA
Tokyo

gTLD name servers for .com:
A.GTLD-SERVERS.NET. 192.5.6.30
Authoritative
B.GTLD-SERVERS.NET. 192.33.14.30 Mirrored
C.GTLD-SERVERS.NET. 192.26.92.30
D.GTLD-SERVERS.NET. 192.31.80.30
E was not returned
F.GTLD-SERVERS.NET. 192.35.51.30
G.GTLD-SERVERS.NET. 192.42.93.30
H.GTLD-SERVERS.NET. 192.54.112.30
I.GTLD-SERVERS.NET. 192.43.172.30
J.GTLD-SERVERS.NET. 192.48.79.30
K was not returned
L.GTLD-SERVERS.NET. 192.41.162.30
M was not returned

The root name server returns a list of
up to 13 TLD name servers—today, the
number returned is between 2 to 10
depending on the TLD. The local name
server picks one to query and asks
for an NS record. 25

or, if a record is found, it
if no record is found, returns an error

26

21

IP address:
198.41.0.4
128.9.0.107
192.33.4.12
128.8.10.90
192.203.230.10
192.5.5.241
192.112.36.4
128.63.2.53
192.36.148.17
192.58.128.30
193.0.14.129
198.32.64.12
202.12.27.33

checks

25 DNS Resource Record Types
Address. See RFC 1035
Maps a name to an IP address.
AAAA IPv6 address. See RFC 1886.
AFSDB AFS Data Base location.
See RFC 1183.
CNAME Canonical Name. See RFC 1035.
HINFO Host Information. See RFC 1035.
ISDN ISDN. See RFC 1183.
KEY
Public key. See RFC 2065.
KX
Key Exchanger. See RFC 2230.
LOC
Location. See RFC 1876.
MB
Mailbox. See RFC 1035.
MG
See RFC 1035.
MINFO See RFC 1035.
MR
See RFC 1035.
MX
Mail Exchanger. See RFC 1035.
Identifies which hosts will accept
mail for a given domain.
NAPTR See RFC 3403.
NULL See RFC 1035.
NS
Name Server. See RFC 1035.
Points to the authoritative name
server for a sub-domain.
NSAP Network service access point.
See RFC 1348, 1637, 1706.
NXT
Next. See RFC 2065.
PTR
Pointer. See RFC 1035.
Used during reverse lookup.
PX
Pointer to X.400/RFC822 information.
See RFC 1664.
RP
Responsible Person. See RFC 1183.
RT
Route Through. See RFC 1183.
SIG
Cryptographic signature.
See RFC 2065.
SOA
Start Of Authority. See RFC 1035.
SRV
Server. See RFC 2052.
TXT
Text. See RFC 1035.
WKS Well-Known Service. See RFC 1035.
X25
X25. See RFC 1183
A

Root name servers:
A.ROOT-SERVERS.NET.
B.ROOT-SERVERS.NET.
C.ROOT-SERVERS.NET.
D.ROOT-SERVERS.NET.
E.ROOT-SERVERS.NET.
F.ROOT-SERVERS.NET.
G.ROOT-SERVERS.NET.
H.ROOT-SERVERS.NET.
I.ROOT-SERVERS.NET.
J.ROOT-SERVERS.NET.
K.ROOT-SERVERS.NET.
L.ROOT-SERVERS.NET.
M.ROOT-SERVERS.NET.

The local name server should
randomly select root servers and track
response times. Then it should choose
the one responding most quickly and
ask for an NS record. 25

may also functions as

checks

The resolver’s role is to look-up
DNS information for applications
running on the machine. It takes a
domain name and a DNS resource
record type 25 as parameters.
The query type identifies what
information about the domain is
being requested.

When a change is made in a local
network the local organization
responsible for the network needs
to update its name server only.
An organization may delegate
responsibility for segments of the
the network (sub-domains). Thus,
the work of registering changes
can be distributed among many
organizations.

A current version of this information
(which is needed to initialize the cache of all Internet domain name servers)
is available at ftp://ftp.rs.internic.net/domain/named.root
from InterNIC which is operated by ICANN under a trademark license from US DoC.

Local name servers provide a
resource called a full resolver 24
which handles queries from
stub resolvers, manages its
own cache, and itself queries
a series of other name servers
until it resolves a name (finds
its associated IP address or
finds none exists) and reports
the results to the stub resolver.

its cache

A resolver is an agent that runs
locally to a machine needing to
access a TCP/IP network.

A domain may represent a single
computer or a network of
com-puters. Sub-domains can be
appended for each computer on a
network or for each new network.

The DNS look-up process is a
method of finding the IP addresses
that correspond with domain names.
It involves searching a hierarchical,
distributed database.

a local
name server

may contain

input into

1 or more

or may contain a record that
or may contain a record that

Caching records minimizes
look-up time and reduces load
on the DNS servers. Records
do not remain indefinitely in a
cache. Each record comes with
a time-to-live value (TTL)
specified by the originating
server. The TTL defines how long
the record is valid and may be
set to anything from 0 seconds
to several days. Typically, it’s
set for 24 hours.

Some ccTLDs have restrictive
policies at the second level.
In that case, registrations are at
the third level, e.g., example.co.uk.

DNS Look-up Process

The OS can be configured to query
alternate local DNS servers, if it does
not receive an answer. Or it can be
configured to simultaneously query
multiple local DNS servers.

or may contain a record that
or may contain an error record

24

21

first checks

the DNS reverse look-up process

507,000

As of March 15, 2003, ICANN reports that 19,855,021 domain names have been
registered in all ccTLDs. 36 ccTLDs have registered more than 50,000 names;
they account for 96.8% (19,222,804 names). See list at right for detailed figures.

261,589
123,000

4,168,000
529,000

The domain name servers may
point to sub-domain name servers
which may point to still lowerlevel name servers until the full
name is resolved. This ability to
point lower allows the delegation
and distribution of responsibility
for sub-domain names within
large organizations.

182,504

133,836

its records, etc.

No longer used
.cs Czechoslovakia (retired in 1995)
.gb Great Britain
.zr Zaire (retired in 1997)

192.0.34.166

for example,

identify

IP addresses are typically written as 4 numbers separated
by dots. Each number is in a range from 0 to 255. Thus a full
address is 32 bits. These are IPv4 addresses. In some places,
IPv6 has been deployed. IPv6 addresses are 128 bits written
using hexadecimal strings, e.g., 1080:0:0:0:8:800:200C:417A.

IP addresses are also called IP numbers.
Each device on a network must have
an IP address in order to communicate
with the network, but the IP address
need not be associated with a domain.
Conversely, one IP address can be
associated with several domain names.
In this way, a single server can host
many domains, as is often the case
with ISPs.

Internet
resources such as

Not assigned to a sponsor
.eh Western Sahara
.kp North Korea
27

Some ccTLDs function much as gTLDs
registering without restrictions; many of
these are noted above as “licensed.”

29

Committee Members
Roger Levien, Chair
S. Robert Austein
Stanley Besen
Christine L. Borgman
Timothy Casey
Hugh Dubberly
Patrik Fältström
Per-Kristian Halvorsen
Marylee Jenkins
John C. Klensin
Milton L. Mueller
Sharon Nelson
Craig Partridge
William Raduchel
Hal R. Varian

31
National Science Foundation (NSF) creates InterNIC
and grants Network Solutions, Inc., (NSI) right to manage DNS registration.
Mosaic, first freely-available graphical web browser, invented by a team at University of Illinois.

DNS invented by Paul Mockapetris in collaboration with Jon Postel.
IAB established; replaced ICCB (Internet Configuration Control Board).

ICCB formed.

32

Information Sciences Institute (ISI) at USC given responsibility for DNS root management.
SRI runs DNS NIC registrations.
Netscape IPO heralded Internet boom.
BIND released by UC Berkeley.
NSI begins fee-based registration.
IETF forms under IAB.

Root server created in Stockholm; now “I.”

computers
handheld devices
routers

VeriSign buys NSI.
ICANN established 7 new gTLDs.

The study was run by The National
Academies’ Computer Science and
Telecommunications Board which
convened a study committee. 29
The study was sponsored by the US
Department of Commerce and the
National Science Foundation and
mandated by the US Congress.

2000

Hugh Dubberly and Paul Devine drafted
the diagram, and the committee reviewed it. Special thanks to Juan Quiles for
finding and checking facts.

Web invented by a team at CERN led by Tim Berners-Lee.
First private email carriers connected to Internet.

FTP invented.
Deployment of IPv4 began.

Deployment of IPv6 began.

34

Email invented at BBN.
First ccTLD (.uk) established.
ISOC formed; IAB becomes part of ISOC.
First gTLDs established.
.int TLD created.
HOSTS.TXT conversion to DNS complete.

First precursor to DNS established (HOSTS.TXT file)
ARPANET begins.
1969

1970

1971

ARPANET switches to IP.
1972

This diagram was created in conjunction
with a study: ”Internet Navigation and
Domain Name System.”

ICANN incorporated; enters agreement with US DoC.
Multiple registrars appear.
Jon Postel dies.

IANA established (Jon Postel is Director).

Steve Crocker wrote RFC1; Jon Postel began as RFC editor.

33

K root server created in London.
M root server created in Tokyo.

Mail Exchanger (MX) records developed by Craig Partridge. 33
RFC 1035: Domain Names Implementation and Specification published.

1973

1974

Selected events related to the history of DNS

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

ARPANET ceases to exist.
1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2001

2002

2003

Countries indicated in bold have signed
a ccTLD sponsorship agreement.

28

30

that enable

email
web browsing
file transfer

By convention, www.nic.foo is the URL for the
registry for foo where foo is any TLD—though
there are exceptions.

sub-domain is part of . . . . . . domain is part of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . top-level domain

or, if no record is found,

return

IP addresses

568,195

ccTLDs are two letter designators for countries, territories, and geographic
regions. Originally Jon Postel advised that IANA should not be in the business
of determining what is or is not a country and adopted the ISO 3166 standard
as a basis for ccTLDs. Some appear to have never been sponsored and some
have changed. Also, the former Soviet Union (.su) ccTLD is still active.
Recently, ICANN gave IANA authority to delegated the .eu domain
(for European Union); .eu is not yet active.

www.example.com

a client,
e.g., a browser

In the DNS, those are:
a) IP addresses (representing computing devices) 6
b) domain names 5
c) rules defined in the RFCs 10
d) registry databases 7
e) processes defined by DoC, 9
ICANN, 3 registry operators, 4
registrars, 2 and the
standards organizations. 8
6

2700
837,000
2289
1,029,000
530
87,000
total: 31,819,000

country code (ccTLDs) are

Original gTLDs, most introduced in 1984
Restrictions
.arpa
for Internet infrastructure (1982)
.com
unrestricted
.edu
for US higher-educational institutions
.gov
for US government organizations
.int
for treaty organizations (1988)
.net
unrestricted
.mil
for US military organizations
.org
unrestricted

for example,
can be called in

or may contain an error record, e.g., ”not found”
may contain

the DNS look-up process

A name system is a combination of:
a) an object space (things named)
b) the name space applied to it
c) the rules governing assignment
of names to objects
d) files recording the assignments
e) administrative processes applying
the rules and maintaining the files

The DNS reverse look-up process
links IP addresses to their primary
domain names. It’s useful for
individuals and required by some
software applications such as
some email servers. However,
some machines with a single IP
address can host multiple domains;
a reverse look-up will return only
the primary domain name.

90,000

767,000

first checks

input into

to find

By separating the name of a domain
from the IP address to which it corresponds, the Domain Name System
(DNS) enables people to easily move
the contents of a domain from one
machine to another—without changing the configuration of the network.
Likewise an IP address may be transferred from one machine to another,
allowing devices to be serviced or
upgraded.

The DNS was designed to return
unique IP addresses in response to
domain name queries from
com-puter applications.
Uniqueness was one of the its
design objec-tives, and
preservation of unique-ness has
been a criterion used to assess
proposals for change.

163,000

64,440

The name registration process
is the method by which people
lease a unique domain name
within a particular TLD.

resolves to

remember
lease unique
(often without realizing) rely on

relies on
links

The DNS look-up process is
detail-ed in the blue box to the
right.

6

Name Registration Process

generic (gTLDs) and
names registered
5
23,239,000
18,224
unavailable
30
3,990,000
unavailable
2,637,000

Today, there are 258 active TLDs. 15 are gTLDs; 243 are ccTLDs. ICANN
can create new TLDs and direct VeriSign/NSI to change the root zone file,
but only after the approval of the US Department of Commerce.

domain names

Internet Service Providers (ISPs) resell ... IP addresses
ISPs can join their RIR and participate in policy making.
Technical Liaison Group Organizations 19
- ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute)
- IAB (Internet Architecture Board) 11
- ITU (International Telecommunications Union)
- W3C (World Wide Web Consortium)

Regional TLD Organizations
- AFTLD, Africa
- APTLD, Asia and Pacific
- CENTR, Europe
- LACTLD, Latin America and Caribbean
- NATLD, North America

ICANN, not the registry operator, retains
rights to the information in the registry
databases.

A TLD is a unique string of letters designating a top-level branch of a
hierarchical name space. The domain names under that branch are unique;
that is, each can be registered to only one person or organization. Some
TLDs have restrictions on who can register a domain name; others do not.

Domain names were historically
restricted to a subset of ASCII: 10
figures, 26 letters (with no cases),
and the hyphen. Only letters may
begin a name; names may not end
in a hyphen. New names must be
from 3 to 63 characters long. (Many
two-letter names already exist.)

DNS

A registry database contains a record for
each domain name registered in its TLD.
For each name, the database also records:
- the names and IP addresses of the name
servers that are authoritative for this domain
- registrant of the name
- registrant’s contact information
- technical contact
- technical contact’s contact information

A registry operator’s primary responsibility is running the registry database.
Each top-level domain (TLD) must have one registry operator and one
registry database. Registry operators may manage more than one TLD. For
example, VeriSign manages both the .com and .net TLDs.

In 2003, operators of registries larger than 50,000 names will pay ICANN:
VeriSign
.com $115,000
VeriSign
.net $115,000
Afilias
.info $115,000
PIR
.org $115,000
NeuLevel .biz
$92,000
GNR
.name $92,000
RegistryPro .pro
$92,000
total
$736,000

5

22

registry
databases populate

ICANN has not established formal relationships with all registry operators.
Therefore, not all are chartered, nor do all pay. 20

At the time of registration, people must enter
the IP addresses of the name servers that will be
authoritative for their domain name. (They can
later change those addresses.) The domain name
must also be added to their authoritative servers.

17 drawn from ... Operators
18

Other Committees and Task Forces
- Internationalized Domain Names (IDN) Committee
- New TLD Evaluation Process Planning Task Force
- Nominating Committee 12
- Technical Liaison Group

7

Typically, one domain name points
to one IP address. However, one
domain name can point to several
IP addresses. Pointing to multiple
IP addresses allows geographic
distribution improving performance
and balancing load—which can be
important for high-traffic sites.
(The number of IP addresses to
which a single domain name points
faces a practical limit: the amount
of data that fits in a single 512-octet
packet.)

0

- Security and Stability Advisory Committee

are of two types

One person or organization may register many
names. Domain names, once registered, may
be sold to others. Registrations may also
be transferred from one registry to another by
their holders.

428,276
Uniform Domain-Name Dispute-Resolution Policy (UDRP)
All registrars in the .biz, .com, .info, .name, .net, and .org
TLDs, as well as some in ccTLDs, have agreed to follow
the UDRP. Under the policy, most types of trademark-based
domain-name disputes must be resolved by agreement,
court action, or arbitration before a registrar will cancel,
suspend, or transfer a domain name.

Regional Internet Registries (RIRs) allocate blocks of IP addresses to
RIRs are non-profit organizations
that manage, distribute and register
public numeric Internet address spaces and related resources
within their respective regions.
- American Registry for Internet Numbers, Ltd. (ARIN)
- Asia Pacific Network Information Centre (APNIC)
- Latin America Caribbean IP Address Registry (LACNIC)
- Réseaux Internet Protocol Européens Network Coordination Centre (RIPE NCC)
ICANN has begun the process of accepting other RIRs
- African IP Address Registry (AfriNIC)

Supporting Organizations 13
- Address Supporting Organization (ASO) is made up of members from
- Country-Code Supporting Organization (ccSO) will be made up of members from
- Generic Names Supporting Organization (gNSO) includes members from
Advisory Committees
- At-Large Advisory Committee 14
- Executive Search Committee
- Governmental Advisory Committee 15
- Root Server System Advisory Committee

top-level domains
(TLDs)

can also directly access

People rely on DNS in many ways. Some of the
most common are:
- addressing an email
- entering a URL into a browser
- clicking on a link in which a URL is embedded
- using FTP to transfer a file

131,000
6,117,000

Sponsorship
and Registry
Agreements empower

registry
operators run
manage

1

6 Non-Voting Liaisons
Chosen by:
1 At-Large Advisory Committee
1 Governmental Advisory Committee
1 Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
1 Root Server System Advisory Committee
1 Security and Stability Advisory Committee
1 Technical Liaison Group

has instituted the
per its by-laws, enters into agreements which create
through its by-laws creates a set of
has entered into
has NO agreements covering the operation of

Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) is a
California non-profit corporation. It resides in Marina del Rey and has a staff
of 24 and an FY03 budget of about $7,000,000. It coordinates, at the overall
level, the Internet’s systems of unique identifiers and ensures the stable and
secure operation of those systems. Specifically, it:
1. Coordinates the allocation and assignment of the three sets
of unique identifiers for the Internet, which are
a. Domain names (forming a system referred to as DNS) 5
b. Internet protocol (IP) addresses 6
and autonomous system (AS) numbers
c. Protocol port and parameter numbers.
2. Coordinates the operation and evolution of the DNS root name servers.
3. Coordinates policy development related to these technical functions.

may also functions as

2

ICANN
should pay

14
15
16
17
18
19

15 Voting Directors
Chosen by:
8 Nominating Committee
2 Address Supporting Organization
2 Country-Code Supporting Organization
2 Generic Names Supporting Organization
1 President of ICANN (serves ex officio)

may themselves be
may contract with third-party

12
13
13
13

3

a board of directors governs

should charter

who are US citizens may elect some elements of the
register names with
register names in
pay

179,000

243 active ccTLDs
.ac Ascension Island (licensed) 28
.ad Andorra
.ae United Arab Emirates
.af Afghanistan 27
.ag Antigua and Barbuda
.ai Anguilla
.al Albania
.am Armenia
.an Netherlands Antilles
.ao Angola
.aq Antarctica
.ar Argentina
.as American Samoa
.at Austria
.au Australia 27
.aw Aruba
.az Azerbaijan
.ba Bosnia and Herzegovina
.bb Barbados
.bd Bangladesh
.be Belgium
.bf Burkina Faso
.bg Bulgaria
.bh Bahrain
.bi Burundi 27
.bj Benin
.bm Bermuda
.bn Brunei Darussalam
.bo Bolivia
.br Brazil
.bs Bahamas
.bt Bhutan
.bv Bouvet Island
.bw Botswana
.by Belarus
.bz Belize (licensed as business) 28
.ca Canada
.cc Cocos (Keeling) Islands (licensed) 28
.cd Congo, Democratic Republic
.cf Central African Republic
.cg Congo
.ch Switzerland
.ci Cote D'Ivoire (Ivory Coast)
.ck Cook Islands
.cl Chile
.cm Cameroon
.cn China
.co Colombia
.cr Costa Rica
.cu Cuba
.cv Cape Verde
.cx Christmas Island
.cy Cyprus
.cz Czech Republic
.de Germany
.dj Djibouti
.dk Denmark
.dm Dominica
.do Dominican Republic
.dz Algeria
.ec Ecuador
.ee Estonia
.eg Egypt
.er Eritrea
.es Spain
.et Ethiopia
.fi Finland
.fj Fiji
.fk Falkland Islands (Malvinas)
.fm Micronesia (licensed as FM radio) 28
.fo Faroe Islands
.fr France
.ga Gabon
.gd Grenada
.ge Georgia
.gf French Guiana
.gg Guernsey (Channel Island)
.gh Ghana
.gi Gibraltar
.gl Greenland
.gm Gambia
.gn Guinea
.gp Guadeloupe
.gq Equatorial Guinea
.gr Greece
.gs S. Georgia and S. Sandwich Islands
.gt Guatemala
.gu Guam
.gw Guinea-Bissau
.gy Guyana
.hk Hong Kong
.hm Heard and McDonald Islands
.hn Honduras
.hr Croatia (Hrvatska)
.ht Haiti
.hu Hungary
.id Indonesia
.ie Ireland
.il Israel
.in India
.io British Indian Ocean Territory
.iq Iraq
.ir Iran
.is Iceland
.it Italy
.je Jersey (Channel Island)
.jm Jamaica
.jo Jordan
.jp Japan 27
.ke Kenya 27
.kg Kyrgyzstan
.kh Cambodia
.ki Kiribati
.km Comoros
.kn Saint Kitts and Nevis
.kr Korea (South)
.kw Kuwait
.ky Cayman Islands
.kz Kazakhstan
.la Laos (licensed as Los Angeles) 27 28
.lb Lebanon
.lc Saint Lucia
.li Liechtenstein
.lk Sri Lanka
.lr Liberia
.ls Lesotho
.lt Lithuania
.lu Luxembourg
.lv Latvia
.ly Libya
.ma Morocco
.mc Monaco
.md Moldova (licensed for health care) 28
.mg Madagascar
.mh Marshall Islands
.mk FYROM (Macedonia)
.ml Mali
.mm Myanmar
.mn Mongolia
.mo Macau
.mp Northern Mariana Islands
.mq Martinique
.mr Mauritania
.ms Montserrat
.mt Malta
.mu Mauritius
.mv Maldives
.mw Malawi 27
.mx Mexico
.my Malaysia
.mz Mozambique
.na Namibia
.nc New Caledonia
.ne Niger
.nf Norfolk Island
.ng Nigeria
.ni Nicaragua
.nl Netherlands
.no Norway
.np Nepal
.nr Nauru
.nu Niue (licensed, “now” in Swedish) 28
.nz New Zealand
.om Oman
.pa Panama
.pe Peru
.pf French Polynesia
.pg Papua New Guinea
.ph Philippines
.pk Pakistan
.pl Poland
.pm St. Pierre and Miquelon
.pn Pitcairn
.pr Puerto Rico
.ps Palestine
.pt Portugal
.pw Palau
.py Paraguay
.qa Qatar
.re Reunion
.ro Romania
.ru Russian Federation
.rw Rwanda
.sa Saudi Arabia
.sb Solomon Islands
.sc Seychelles
.sd Sudan 27
.se Sweden
.sg Singapore
.sh St. Helena
.si Slovenia
.sj Svalbard and Jan Mayen Islands
.sk Slovak Republic
.sl Sierra Leone
.sm San Marino
.sn Senegal
.so Somalia
.sr Suriname
.st Sao Tome and Principe (licensed) 28
.su USSR (former)
.sv El Salvador
.sy Syria
.sz Swaziland
.tc Turks and Caicos Islands
.td Chad (licensed for trade domains) 28
.tf French Southern Territories
.tg Togo
.th Thailand
.tj Tajikistan
.tk Tokelau
.tm Turkmenistan
.tn Tunisia
.to Tonga (licensed) 28
.tp East Timor
.tr Turkey
.tt Trinidad and Tobago
.tv Tuvalu (licensed for television) 28
.tw Taiwan 27
.tz Tanzania
.ua Ukraine
.ug Uganda
.uk United Kingdom
.um US Minor Outlying Islands
.us United States
.uy Uruguay
.uz Uzbekistan 27
.va Vatican City State (Holy See)
.vc Saint Vincent and the Grenadines
.ve Venezuela
.vg Virgin Islands (British)
.vi Virgin Islands (U.S.)
.vn Viet Nam
.vu Vanuatu
.wf Wallis and Futuna Islands
.ws Western Samoa (licensed) 28
.ye Yemen
.yt Mayotte
.yu Yugoslavia
.za South Africa
.zm Zambia
.zw Zimbabwe
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Small Ofﬁce

Small Office network with 256 possible addresses (8 bit)

192.168.1.0/24 (24 bits masked)

Introduction
This diagram shows two computer networks (a small ofﬁce network and
parts of a large enterprise network) and how they might be connected to
the internet. It also shows part of a data center (which might provide any
number of services) also connected to the internet.

Network address 192.168.1.0
192.168.1.1
Host range from
192.168.1.254
to
Broadcast address 192.168.1.255

The purpose of the diagram is to explain computer networks.
The reference networks contain examples of most typical device types,
their network addresses, and how the devices might be connected.
For some devices, key tables (such as routing tables) are shown. All of the
computers and routers maintain and use several tables. (Not all tables are
shown because of limited space and to avoid undue complication of
the diagram.)
Green lines show the ﬂow of packets in a simple network operation
(printing a document to printers in different locations). Readers can trace
the path of a message through the various routers in the network.

PCs include ARP tables, routing tables, and ﬁrewall rules.
Small Office User

1

* Virtual IPs exist if
there’s a virtual machine
running multiple OSs.

IP Address

Switch

192.168.1.2

Notebook
IP*
Subnet
SRC Port
Ethernet MAC
Wi-Fi MAC
Bluetooth MAC

Name

MAC Address

Access pt. 192.168.1.3

1

Print to
wireless printer
SRC 192.168.1.104
DST 192.168.1.106

Each packet of each ﬁle that is sent
has a source address (SRC)
and a destination address (DST).
Each device has a different address.

Name

IP Address

Subnet Mask

Route

Weight

SRC

SRC IP

DST

DST IP

Port

Time

Any

0

Router

192.168.1.104

80

2300 – 700

5C:09:20:46:AD:R2

Notebook

192.168.1

255.255.255.0

LAN

1

3D:11:03:27:BC:D1

Router

0

0

192.168.1.1

1

Phone

192.168.1.105

98:FE:94:23:1D:A0

Printer

192.168.1.106

3C:07:54:47:AD:C3

Routing Table*
ARP Table
See note below for how to read routing tables.
The smart phone IMEI is governed by other rules,
not ARP. Each IP is associated with only one MAC
address. If the PC is on both wired and wireless,
it will have two IP addresses, one for each connection.

192.168.1.104
255.255.255.0
1104
3C:07:54:47:AD:C1
04:54:53:0A:2A:D7
04:54:53:0A:2A:D8

Route

Weight

255.255.240.0

LAN

1

Smart Phone
IP
Subnet
SRC Port
IMEI
Wi-Fi MAC
Bluetooth MAC

Firewall Rules
Speciﬁes what packets to let inside
and outside, on which ports, and at
what times.

=

I know these devices and can do full packet addressing myself (a.k.a. LAN).
I don’t know the final full address, but I do know
what subnet to direct the packets towards at this router.

10.1.24.0

255.255.255.0

10.1.24.1

1

=

0

0

10.1.0.1

1

=

Wireless Printer
IP
Subnet
DST Port
Ethernet MAC

192.168.1.105
255.255.255.0
1105
01 333200 802211 5
98:FE:94:23:1D:A0
98:FE:94:23:1D:A1

I don’t know what to do
so send packets to next hop (a.k.a. default route).

Most devices on the network are computers.
Most switches are computers.
Routers are specialized switches.
Firewalls and load balancers are specialized routers.

192.168.1.106
255.255.255.0
631
3C:07:54:47:AD:C3

Traffic
Networks are used to transfer or send data streams from one computer
to another. The process involves exchanging a series of messages
comprised of data packets. Each packet carries the address of the source,
destination, while the routing table carries the address of the next step
(or hop). Devices on the network have several types of addresses.

802.11n

Subnet Mask

10.1.16.0

802.11n

The wireless access point checks its routing table
to see if the destination address is inside the its
subnet. If it is, the access point routes the packets
to the local address. If not, the access point passes
the packets on to the next hop.

IP Address

Devices
It’s easy to feel overwhelmed when thinking of all the different types
of devices on a network. Fortunately, there’s a simple way to categorize
most devices.

1

MAC Addresses (Media Access Control)
A MAC address is a unique fixed identiﬁer (although modern devices
enable configuration), which all devices have. Addresses are per communication protocol, not per device. For example, a typical PC has 3 MAC
addresses—one for ethernet, one for Wi-Fi, and one for Bluetooth. MAC
addresses are used in all network communications at level 2. Every packet
contains the MAC address of the next machine in the route. At each
machine, the MAC address must be updated for the next machine.

* Reading Routing Tables
The IP Address and Subnet Mask columns identify the source. The zeros
signify a wildcard, meaning match any address. (There’s not a standard
way to identify wildcards, e.g., some manufacturers use an asterisk.)

IP Addresses (Internet Protocol)
An IP address is a device identiﬁer that can be changed. Every machine
needs an IP address in addition to a MAC address. Some machines will
have multiple IP addresses because they act as multiple machines or
participate in multiple networks. A router may have an internal IP address
and an external IP address. A PC may have one address for each virtual
machine or OS.

The route column identiﬁes the destination followed by a weighting factor
in terms of how to balance this trafﬁc against any other routes. The lower
number wins on the weighting. Weighting is flexible and could be a wide
range (e.g., 5, 50, or 500).
1. Print to wireless printer

Every packet contains two IP addresses, one to identify the source
and one to identify the destination. They do not change during
transmission.

Wireless Access Point
IP
192.168.1.3
Subnet
255.255.255.0
Ports 1–4 MAC
3D:11:03:27:BC:D1

hard wired to

IPv4 address are comprised of 4 octets (numbers from 0 to 255).
This address space is large, but not large enough for our growing
networks. IPv6 is replacing IPv4 and will use 6 octets creating vastly
more addresses. (This diagram describes a network using IPv4.)
A number of strategies enable adding more machines without
creating new addresses.

Subnet Masks
Subnet masks enable network administrators to divide up a range of
IP addresses. Similar to a hierarchical tree/folder structure. This organization enables administrators to pinpoint problems and control access.
CIDR notation (Classless Inter-Domain Routing)
A syntax for specifying networks as a single address, instead of using
both the IP address and subnet mask. For example, an IP address of
10.1.0.0 with a subnet mask of 255.255.0.0 can be expressed as 10.1.0.0/16.
The 16 comes from adding the 8 bits from the ﬁrst octet and the 8 bits
from the second octet. CIDR is usually used to refer to a whole network,
not individual devices on the network.
ARP (Address Resolution Protocol)
ARP is a process for translating IP addresses into MAC addresses.
Whenever two devices on a network want to connect to each other,
the source sends a broadcast packet to the switch that asks the router
for the destination device’s IP address. The router (typically a switch)
then broadcasts to every device connected on the subnet a request that
the destination device identify itself. The non-targeted devices ignore
the request. When the destination device receives the request, it conﬁrms
by sending its MAC and IP addresses back to the router, which sends it
back to the source device, and the connection is established.
NAT/Natting (Network Address Translation)
Natting is the process of translating the private LAN IP addresses into
the public WAN IP address assigned. Unique IP addresses are in short
supply so natting enables millions of computers around the world to
share the same IP address by their local LAN. This alleviates the need
for unique public IP addresses for each LAN device.
Ports
Services communicating over a network are associated with software
ports (virtual, not physical). Ports are numbered from 1 to 65,535. 1,000
and below are reserved for servers. 1,000 and above can be used by
client applications. Certain ports are commonly assigned to certain types
of trafﬁc, e.g., port 80 is always used for HTTP trafﬁc. The port number
is key in identifying and routing messages that go through natting.
The natting router ensures that port numbers from different private
source addresses are not duplicated during the session.
DHCP (Dynamic Host Conﬁguration Protocol)
A server running on routers—typically located within an enterprise
office—which dynamically assigns time-leased IP addresses to all devices
connected to the router.
Traceroute
A mechanism to determine the path and number of hops required to reach
a destination host. Traceroute sends a sequence of ICMP (Internet Control
Message Protocol) Echo Request packets to a destination host.
Traceroute works by increasing the TTL (Time To Live) value of each
successive set of packets sent. The ﬁrst set of packets sent have a hop
limit value of 1, expecting that they are not forwarded by the ﬁrst router.
The next set have a hop limit value of 2, so that the second router will
send the error reply. This continues until the destination host receives
the packets and returns an ICMP Echo Reply message. The packets on
the return path may traverse a different route.
Hop 1

Hop 2

Hop 3

Ping 1
Ping 2

There are three classes of IP addresses.
Each class offers a different amount of possibilities.

Unmanaged switches (OSI layer 2 aware) include
an ARP table. Managed switches (OSI layer 3 aware)
can include a routing table and DHCP server.
Name

Switch (optional)
IP
192.168.1.2
Subnet
255.255.255.0
Ports 1–4 MAC
5C:09:20:46:AD:R2
Ports 5–8 MAC
5C:09:20:46:AD:R3

Assigned
Class A

MAC Address

IP Address

Access pt. 192.168.1.3

3D:11:03:27:BC:D1

Notebook

04:54:53:0A:2A:D7

192.168.1.104

Phone

192.168.1.105

98:FE:94:23:1D:A0

Printer

192.168.1.106

3C:07:54:47:AD:C3

X

.

Ping 3

Unassigned

X

.

X

16,777,216 possibilities

Class B

X

.

X

.

X

.

X

1,048,576 possibilities

Class C

X

.

X

.

X

X

.

.

X

65,536 possibilities

Lights Out Management (LOM)
Modestly spec’d PC built into (or attached) to servers which enables
admins to log in manage remotely. The separate CPU enables the
server to remain manageable in the event of a crash.

Some IP address are designated private/reserved/non-internet
routable (internal). This range of addresses are identiﬁed by the ﬁrst
octet. If any of these addresses are found in the public WAN network,
the packets are ignored and dropped by the router. Three preﬁxes are
reserved addresses: 10, 172, and 192.

ARP Table
The smart phone IMEI is governed by other rules,
not ARP. Each IP is associated with only one MAC
address. If the PC is on both wired and wireless,
it will have two IP addresses, one for each connection.

Class A
Class B
Class C

10.0.0.0
to 10.255.255.255
172.16.0.0 to 172.31.255.255
192.168.0.0 to 192.168.255.255

16,777,216 possibilities
1,048,576 possibilities
65,536 possibilities

hard wired to

Name

IP Address

Subnet Mask

Route

Weight

Router

192.168.1.0

255.255.255.0

LAN

1

ISP

0

0

76.21.40.251

1

SRC

SRC IP

DST

DST IP

Port

Time

Any

0

Router

192.168.1.104

80

2300 – 700

SRC

SRC LAN IP

SRC Port

DST

DST IP

DST Port

Notebook

192.168.1.104

1004

Gmail

74.125.25.109

80

Phone

192.168.1.105

2010

Gmaps

74.125.224.100 80

DB

Routing Table

Firewall Rules
Speciﬁes what packets to let inside
and outside, on which ports, and at
what times.

Active Conversations Table
(a.k.a. Nating Table)
Keeps track of all conversations.
Could be up to hundreds at any moment,
but 30 on average.

DHCP Server
Dynamically assigns time-leased IP addresses
to all connected devices. After expiration,
the device requests the same address and is
reassigned if the address is still available.

Name

IP Address

Switch

MAC Address

Lease

5C:09:20:46:AD:R2

7 days

Access pt. 192.168.1.3

3D:11:03:27:BC:D1

1 day

Notebook

192.168.1.2

04:54:53:0A:2A:D7

8 hours

192.168.1.104

Office

Internet
Enterprise

1. Sections
First are the three main sections:
small office, internet services, and enterprise
(which is divided into additional sub-sections).

2. Devices + Connections
Next are the devices (and the connections
between them). Some devices have blowups
which reveal additional internal components.
Redundant devices are shown in blue.

Routers contain a lot of crucial functionality inside
which are invisible to end-users. The most important
of these many functions are:

Router (could be wireless)
LAN IP
192.168.1.1
LAN Subnet
255.255.255.0
WAN IP
76.21.40.251
WAN Subnet
255.255.0.0

How to read this map
This map can be dissected into four different
layers of visual information.

DB

DHCP Table
Networking problems can occur if the
user is in the middle of a process and they
are assigned a different IP due to lease
expiration. Lease renewal always results in
a renewal of the same address.

Diagnostics
Routers have built in diagnostic tools
which can be accessed via HTTP in a
browser, or via command line interface.
Capability varies from model to model,
but typically include management of:
- setup
- ﬁrewall
- DHCP
- VPN
- ports
- logs

3. Subnets
Then the devices are organized into subnets.

DNS Server
Translate domain names
to IP addresses and connect to
the world-wide DNS system.
4. Network Traffic
Finally network traffic is shown as
connections between devices (sometimes
spanning different subnets).

coax connection
governed by
contract with ISP

Internet Services

ISP
Many other
routers not
shown

Google

Gmail

Router Hops
- block
- neighborhood
- city
- internet backbone router 1, 2, 3...
- internet backbone gateway
Internet

ISP Router(s)
WAN IP

Amount of hops depends on physical
location and load balancers.

Router Hops
- Google backbone router 1, 2, 3...
- Google distribution router 1, 2, 3...
- Google Application Data Center router 1, 2, 3...

Google Router(s)
WAN IP
72.14.232.136

Amount of hops depends on physical location
and load balancers.

DB

DB

Incoming SMTP Server
WAN IP
74.125.25.109

DB

IMAP Server
WAN IP

Outgoing SMTP Server
WAN IP
74.125.25.109

74.125.133.108

ﬁber connection
governed by
contract with ISP

DMZ (De-Militarized Zone)

Enterprise

Corporate network with 16,777,216 possible addresses (24 bits)

10.0.0.0/8 (8 bits masked)

76.21.40.1

Network address 10.0.0.0
Host range from
10.0.0.1
to
10.255.255.254
Broadcast address 10.255.255.255

DB

Dedicated Firewall

DB

HTTP Servers
e.g., public website

Core/Backbone

Active/active redundancy (both connections operating)
is indicated by blue lines and devices.

DB

DB

IMAP Server

Outgoing SMTP Server

Router

Switch

Load Balancer
May be OSI layer 4–7 aware.

Load Balancing Table

Connections to additional
devices not shown.

Connections to additional
devices not shown.

Trafﬁc

76.21.40.200
10.128.0.3
10.128.0.1
10.191.255.254

Core Router 4
WAN IP
LAN IP
Host range from
to

Dedicated Firewall
76.21.40.201
10.192.0.4
10.192.0.1
10.255.255.254

Dedicated Connection

Dedicated Connection

Core Router 1
Host range from
to

Core Router 2
Host range from
to

DB

10.1.0.1
10.63.255.254

Route

10.64.0.1
10.127.255.254

DB

DB
DB
DB

Server A

33.3%

Server B

33.3%

Server C

Servers

DB

DNS Server
Translate domain names
to IP addresses and connect to
the world-wide DNS system.

LDAP Server
Enterprise directory of employee
contact info and calendars distributed
over IP.

Nevada Router 1
IP
10.16.1.1

Nevada Router 2
IP
10.16.1.2

Connections to additional
devices not shown.

Connections to additional
devices not shown.

Monitoring Server(s)
Pings all devices (via ICMP—echo request/reply). Runs open source
Ganglia, HP Open View (SNMP—Simple Network Management Protocol),
or Cisco equivalent. Client software runs on all devices to collect data.

MPLS

MPLS

Region

MPLS (Multi-protocol Label Switching)
MPLS is a mechanism for directing packets from one
node to another based on a short path label, instead of
long network addresses which require the CPU to lookup
the routing table. The labels identify virtual paths
between nodes rather than endpoints.

DNS Server
Translate domain names
to IP addresses and connect to
the world-wide DNS system.

Data Center

33.3%

Core Router 3
WAN IP
LAN IP
Host range from
to

DB

Incoming SMTP Server

Label edge routers (LERs) ‘push’ an MPLS label onto
an incoming packet, and ‘pop’ it off the outgoing packet.
Labels are pushed and popped by Label Distribution
Protocol (LDP). Labels can be added to other labels,
encapsulating the packet and enabling hierarchical
routing. MPLS headers do not identify the type of data
carried inside the packet (no introspection).
AT&T Leased Connection
Routers and switches are leased.
There is no visibility into what’s going
on inside. Devices on either end think
they are on the same subnet.

Verizon Leased Connection
Routers and switches are leased.
There is no visibility into what’s going
on inside. Devices on either end think
they are on the same subnet.

MPLS

MPLS

MPLS is independent from the OSI layer model and is
generally considered to operate between layers 2 and 3;
sometimes referred to as a layer 2.5 protocol. MPLS is
eliminates the dependence on a particular technology
such as Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), Frame
Relay, Synchronous Optical Networking (SONET)
or Ethernet.

California Router 1
IP
10.0.1.1

California Router 2
IP
10.0.1.2

Campus

contains...
San José network with 65,536 possible addresses (16 bits)

contains...
San Francisco network with 65,536 possible addresses (16 bits)

10.1.0.0/16 (16 bits masked)

10.2.0.0/16 (16 bits masked)

Network address 10.1.0.0
Host range from
10.1.0.1
to
10.1.255.254
Broadcast address 10.1.255.255

Network address 10.2.0.0
Host range from
10.2.0.1
to
10.2.255.254
Broadcast address 10.2.255.255
4. Print to San Francisco

San José Router 1 includes ﬁrewall rules,
active conversations table, and Routing Table.
Name

IP Address

SJ 1

10.1.0.0

SF 1
SF 2
Bldg. A 1
Bldg. A 2
Bldg. B 1

Subnet Mask

Route

255.255.0.0

10.2.0.0

255.255.0.0

10.2.0.0

255.255.0.0

10.1.16.0

LAN

255.255.240.0

1

10.2.0.1

1

10.2.0.2

1

10.1.16.1

San Francisco Router 1 includes ﬁrewall rules,
active conversations table, and Routing Table.

Weight

DB

1

10.1.16.0

255.255.240.0

10.1.16.2

10.1.32.0

255.255.240.0

10.1.32.1

1

Bldg. B 2

10.1.32.0

255.255.240.0

10.1.32.2

1

Cali 1

0

0

10.0.1.1

1

Cali 2

0

0

10.0.1.2

1

Name

IP Address

SF 1

10.2.0.0

SJ 1

1

San José Router 1
LAN IP
10.1.0.1
Subnet
255.255.0.0

San José Router 2
LAN IP
10.1.0.2
Subnet
255.255.0.0

SJ 2

DHCP Server
Dedicated device running Linux.
DHCP is not distributed at lower levels.

Bldg. A 1

Subnet Mask

Route

255.255.0.0

LAN

255.255.0.0

10.1.0.1

1

255.255.0.0

10.1.0.2

1

10.1.16.0

255.255.240.0

10.1.16.1

255.255.240.0

10.1.16.2

255.255.240.0

10.1.32.1

1

10.1.32.0

255.255.240.0

10.1.32.2

1

Building

contains...
Building A network with 4,096 possible addresses (12 bits)

0

10.0.1.1

1

0

10.0.1.2

1

Network address 10.1.32.0
Host range from
10.1.32.1
to
10.1.47.254
Broadcast address 10.1.47.255

Building A, Router 1 includes ﬁrewall rules,
active conversations table, and Routing Table.

Bldg. A 1

10.1.16.0

Wireless

255.255.240.0

10.1.24.0

255.255.255.0

Building B, Router 1 includes ﬁrewall rules,
active conversations table, and Routing Table.

Weight

LAN

1

10.1.24.1

1

SJ 1

0

0

10.1.0.1

1

SJ 2

0

0

10.1.0.2

1

Name

Building A, Router 2
IP
10.1.16.2
Subnet
255.255.240.0

Subnet Mask

Route

Weight

10.1.32.0

255.255.240.0

LAN

1

SJ 1

0

0

10.1.0.1

1

SJ 2

0

0

10.1.0.2

1

Bldg. B 1

Building A, Router 1
IP
10.1.16.1
Subnet
255.255.240.0

IP Address

The building router checks its routing table to
see if the destination address is inside the router’s
subdomain. If it is, the router routes packets to the
right subnet or switch. If not, the router passes the
packets to the next hop.

Building B, Router 1
IP
10.1.32.1
Subnet
255.255.240.0
Building B router functions just as the building
A router does. This diagram shows the building
A & B routers connected through the main site
router. However, the building A router could be
connected directly to the building B router,
if trafﬁc volume warranted.

Building B, Router 2
IP
10.1.32.2
Subnet
255.255.240.0

Connections to additional
devices not shown.

Floor
2. Print to the second ﬂoor

This diagram assumes the switches are class 2.
More advanced switches have layer 3 functions
which make them difﬁcult to distinguish from
routers. Class 2 switches do not appear in routing
tables but may have an IP for management purposes.
One switch may have multiple subnets and multiple
VLANs (Virtual Local Area Network).

Floor 1, Switch 1
IP
10.1.16.3
Subnet
255.255.240.0

Floor 1, Switch 2
IP
10.1.16.4
Subnet
255.255.240.0

Floor 2, Switch 1
IP
10.1.16.5
Subnet
255.255.240.0

Floor 2, Switch 2
IP
10.1.16.6
Subnet
255.255.240.0

category 5
copper cable

Area

Connections to additional
devices not shown.

Patch panels exist so wiring changes—which can be
required often—can be made easily without wearing
down the copper connections which are embedded
within the walls. Patch panels are essentially cable
organizers and do not have any digital presence
on the network.
West Patch Panel 1

category 5
copper cable

contains...
Wireless network with 256 possible addresses (8 bits)

10.1.24.0/24 (24 bits masked)

West Patch Panel 2

East Patch Panel 1

East Patch Panel 2

Connections to additional
devices not shown.

Connections to additional
devices not shown.

Connections to additional
devices not shown.

Notebook
IP
Subnet
SRC Port
Ethernet MAC
Wi-Fi MAC
Bluetooth MAC

Smart Phone
IP
Subnet
SRC Port
IMEI
Wi-Fi MAC
Bluetooth MAC

Wireless Printer
IP
Subnet
DST Port
Ethernet MAC

Network address 10.1.24.0
Host range from
10.1.24.1
to
10.1.24.254
Broadcast address 10.1.24.255

Wireless router includes ﬁrewall rules,
active conversations table, and Routing Table.
Name

IP Address

Subnet Mask

Route

Weight

Wireless

10.1.24.0

255.255.255.0

LAN

1

Bldg. A 1

0

0

10.1.16.1

1

Wireless Router
IP
Subnet

10.1.24.1
255.255.255.0

The wireless router checks its routing table to
see if the destination address is inside the router’s
subnet. If it is, the router routes the packet to the
local address. If not, the router passes the packets
on to the next hop.

1. Print to wireless printer

1
Print to
wireless printer
SRC 10.1.24.101
DST 10.1.24.104

2
Print to
the second floor
SRC 10.1.24.101
DST 10.1.16.101

3
Print to
building B
SRC 10.1.24.101
DST 10.1.32.101

Each packet of each ﬁle that is sent
has a source address (SRC)
and a destination address (DST).
Each device has a different address.

4

1

#

2

3

4

Print to
San Francisco
SRC 10.1.24.101
DST 10.2.0.101

Desktop
IP
Subnet
SRC Port
Ethernet MAC
Wi-Fi MAC
Bluetooth MAC

Enterprise User

10.1.24.101
255.255.255.0
1101
A8:20:66:42:87:78
8C:2D:AA:37:90:BB
8C:2D:AA:37:90:BC

10.1.24.102
255.255.255.0
1102
A8:20:66:52:62:30
8C:2D:AA:37:90:91
8C:2D:AA:37:90:92

10.1.24.103
255.255.255.0
1103
09 555200 901122 6
D8:D1:CB:A2:A7:2G
D8:D1:CB:A2:A7:2H

10.1.24.104
255.255.255.0
631
A8:20:66:52:67:D3

Floor 2 Printer
IP
Subnet
DST Port
Ethernet MAC

10.1.16.101
255.255.240.0
631
4G:08:55:47:DC:D1

Building B Printer
10.1.32.101
IP
255.255.240.0
Subnet
DST Port
1101
Ethernet MAC
2A:09:33:46:BB:C4

San Francisco Router 2
LAN IP
10.2.0.2
Subnet
255.255.0.0

Connections to additional
devices not shown.

contains...
Building B network with 4,096 possible addresses (12 bits)

3. Print to building B

Route

San Francisco Router 1
LAN IP
10.2.0.1
Subnet
255.255.0.0

10.1.32.0/20 (20 bits masked)

Network address 10.1.16.0
Host range from
10.1.16.1
to
10.1.31.254
Broadcast address 10.1.31.255

Subnet Mask

1

0
0

Other site routers function just as the site 1
router does. The site-level routers are linked
in a star conﬁguration. Each site router has
access to the external internet.

10.1.16.0/20 (20 bits masked)

IP Address

1

10.1.16.0
10.1.32.0

Bldg. B 2
Cali 1
Cali 2

The site router checks its routing table to see
if the destination address is inside the router’s
subdomain. If it is, the router routes packets to
the right subnet. If it’s not, the router routes the
packets to the next hop.

Name

Weight
1

10.1.0.0
10.1.0.0

Bldg. A 2
Bldg. B 1

San Francisco Printer
10.2.0.101
IP
255.255.0.0
Subnet
DST Port
1101
Ethernet MAC
2C:11:45:87:2A:D7
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6

10

16
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The Election Technology Framework
is freely available for any jurisdiction (e.g., a county) to adopt,
adapt, and deploy for public elections. Typically, each
jurisdiction would have one copy of each component; though
some voting components are deployed to each precinct.
Open source, open standards, and open data are key aspects
of the Election Technology Framework, intended to assist
election officials in conducting election administration and
elections operations in a process that is accurate, secure,
transparent, and verifiable.
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Numbers are matched with components in the diagram below.
Grey dots fall outside the Election Technology Framework.
White dots do not appear in the diagram.

Sta
te

The TrustTheVote Project
is a digital public works project to develop critical democracy
infrastructure. We are designing and developing
open-standards-based elections technology in collaboration
with local election officials from all around the country.

/F
ed

Introducing the Election Technology Framework—
Because We All Deserve a Better Voting Experience
Registering

Voting

Registering includes all the people, technology,
and activities involved in voter registration,
voter records management, voter information
and services, and voter list management.

Voting includes all the people, technology,
and activities involved in the processes of
casting and counting ballots.

provdides
registration
form

8

11

13

to print

exports

Polling Place
23 24 28

Reporting

One or more per precinct

18

23

One or more per precinct

25

18

23

One per precinct

27

paper document

Onboarding
Document

is fed into

scanned into

0r

0r

13

is
a web user interface that helps a voter register,
determine eligibility, view and update their own
voter record, and view and record polling place
wait time (as in BusyBooth), among other services.

prints

Registration Form

and

Digital Poll Book

generates
absentee
ballot

8

BusyBooth
Polling Place Wait Tracker

is a web user interface for voters to

Mobile app

download and print blank ballots.

is
a tablet or laptop-based device
that records voter checkin.

Balloteer

The Voter Services Portal (VSP) interacts with the Registrar, via its web

BusyBooth integration is

A voter downloads an

services API, to submit voter record requests and to obtain voter
records and related information. BusyBooth and Balloteer are available

similar to VSP integration – in
the context of an application

absentee ballot kit from
Balloteer, which obtains

as part of the VSP, or standalone. The API is open and standards-based,

for a mobile platform such as

ballot information from the

so that all of these VSP functions can be supported by any system that

iOS or Android.

Registrar.

One or more per precinct
scanned into

prints

is
a tablet or laptop-based device that presents a voter
with all the contests and questions for the voter’s
specific ballot, and creates a machine-countable
printed ballot that records the voter’s choices.

prints
and

Voter Kiosk

prints

Check-in Materials

is
a PC, display and printer that assists

process with a digital poll book or paper

Blank Absentee Ballot

supports the API.

prints a

is
a PC and display, printer, and scanner that reads
a ballot, interprets the marks that indicate the
voter’s choices, and records the votes.

is fed into

Marked Paper Ballot

Marked Absentee Ballot

API

Admin
Web UI

VoteStream
35

is
a publicly accessible service
that provides the public with
information about election results.

tally data
transfered to
ER
CVR

VDR

36

35

36

VoteStream
Public Access

3rd Party
(Standalone)

Web user interface

Mobile app

VTL

boots from

using options for audio or audio-enhanced presentation, and the use
of peripheral devices for accessibility.
JED

poll book.

36 40

Precinct Ballot Counter

Voters who require enhanced access are able to vote independently
boots from

voters in troubleshooting any difficulty
encountered during the voter check-in

absentee voter marks

35

Report

Accessible Ballot Marker

Onboarding Document

Printer

provides data to

29

and

Hand-Marked Paper Ballot

Voter Services Portal

Printer

prints

and

for screen sent to

provides data to

Reporting is an integral aspect of the
TrustTheVote Project’s goal of making elections
wholly transparent, accurate, and trustworthy.
In the reporting phase, elections data is stored,
analyzed, and prepared for public consumption.

JED

BSE

A voter puts a ballot into the scanner, where digital image processing

JED

technology is used to record a vote for each mark detected. The voter
is informed of any issues with the marks or selections, and has the

GIS

The data formats used by VoteStream (for intake of tally data and for
bulk data export) are standard common data formats. As a result, the
data can come from any standards-compliant voting system. We’ve

VoteStream includes a visual

Anyone who follows the

scoreboard to enable local
elections officials to easily

VoteStream APIs can access
the data and create their

opportunity to retrieve the ballot for further marking or for

ER

also written connectors – applications that translate from existing

share their data with the

own tools and republish the

replacement.

ERT

formats – to enable VoteStream to work with existing election systems.

public.

data or do their own analysis.

BSE

is sent to

is sent to
voter record request

voter record extract

voter record
request

VTL

voter record
extract

ballot info
request

ballot info
extract

custodian transports
to voting place

custodian transports
from voting place

custodian transports
to voting place

provides a

custodian transports
from voting place

Feed
API
VRR
BSB

API

Managing
Managing includes all the technology-based
activities of election officials for election
administration and preparation for a
specific election.

Election Administration Office
2

3

GIS

in

GIS

JED

Registrar of Voters’ Office

BSB
VTL

Central Counting Office

before election: provisions fleet
after election: offloads voter checkin records

downloads PDF reports

ER
VRR

Local election official use the

4

VRR

migration

API

5

web UI of the EDM Admin

6

7

LEOs use the BDI to perform

14

API

the process that starts with the

Web UI

Admin

with several data access and
data management options for

Web UI

The Election Data Manager (EDM) provides a standards-based API for
transactions to create, view, and update a variety of election
administration data, including districts and precincts and geospatial

jurisdiction and an election
held in it.

Ballot Design Studio

election definition
data transfered to
JED

JED

TBM

TBM

is
a data management application that
enables Local Election Officials to
create legally compliant ballots.

9

Device Manager Admin

10

12

15

Admin

and ends with a set of ballots
and supporting data: paper

Web UI

API

for several data management tasks,

Admin
Web UI

election and ballot definition
data transfered to
JED

JED

TBM

TBM

BSE

BSE

Registrar

media used to run each ballot

is
a voting system component that combines election
definitions, ballot designs, and voting system software,
to create election-specific programming for other
voting system components that cast and count ballots.

casting or counting device in

is
a database management application
that stores and manages voter records.

the upcoming election.
BSB

The Registrar is the voter records core, and it supports a set of
transactions for data access and data management of voter records.

validates them as being complete for a given election. After validation,
the Device Manager creates boot images for each ballot casting or

officials use to manage the process of designing ballots from basic text
and state-specific requirements to finished digital ballots and paper

counting device. These images can be validated during Logic and

Registrar, obtain elements of specific voter records, and – for local

ballots that meet U.S. standards for visual design and accessibility.

Accuracy Testing, to ensure that only certified systems and software

election officials – update and manage records.

such as the TTV EDM Admin Interface.

the DPB Manager’s Admin

Admin

requests, voter list management,
integration with external services

Web UI
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27

31

32

33

18

40

API

Admin
Web UI

and

and similar data capture from

and

paper poll books.

Digital Poll Book Manager
17

is
a data management application
used to provision and offload a
fleet of digital poll book devices.

before election:
voter roll extracts transferred to
VRR

Central Ballot Counter

VRR

18

VRR

before election:
voter roll extracts transferred to

One or more per precinct

22

0r
is

is
a tablet or laptop-based device

enables officials to aggregate voter roll data – mainly from the
TrustTheVote Registrar or other standards-based voter records system –

is
a PC and display, printer, and high-capacity scanner
that processes a batch of ballots, reading each,
interpreting the marks that indicate a voter’s
choices, and recording the votes.

and

Voter Kiosk

Digital Poll Book
The DPB Manager’s API supports the LEO’s web interface, which

VRR

One or more per precinct

22

a PC, display and printer that assists
VRR

that records voter checkin.

ER
CVR

is
a data warehousing application that
election officials can use for data
aggregation, analysis, and reporting.

election results data
transfered to
ERT
CVR

Line Legend

VDR

Local election officials provide the Tabulator with tally data from ballot
boots from

digital image processing technology is used to record a vote for each
mark detected. For ballots flagged for unclear marks, the election official
has the opportunity to examine the ballot image, interpret voter intent,

JED

poll book.

Analytics

is
a PC and display and printer with tabulation
software that local election officials use to
create election results and reports.

vote tally data
transfered to
ER
CVR

A local election official puts a batch of ballots into the scanner, where
boots from

voters in troubleshooting any difficulty
encountered during the voter check-in
process with a digital poll book or paper

and convert it into poll book records for digital poll books and for
printing paper poll books.

Tabulator

counting devices, to assess whether all needed data is available, and if
so, to create final election results and basic results reports and results

VTL
JED

prints a

datasets.

JED

and record the interpretation as a set of votes for that ballot.

BSE

are used on Election Day.

28 34

provisioning data into digital
poll books and post-election
offloading of poll book data

post-election updates of poll book
data.

Via an API, other standards-based components can submit data to the

data for them; and elections, contests, candidates, and ballots. Local
election officials access EDM’s services via a Web UI based on the API,

18

interface for both

after election:
voter roll updates transfered to

The Device Manager aggregates data from other components and

The Ballot Design Studio consists of a data management core and the
Ballot Design Interface (BDI), a web user interface that local election

API

support for poll book creation and

and ballot design), to validate
the data, create boot images,
and store them on boot

Device Manager

Local election officials use

23 30

such as motor vehicle records, and

(primarily election definitions

devices that assist voters in
marking a ballot.

17

including: reviewing registration

consolidate standards-based
data from other components

uploads data files

CVR

migration
LEOs use the Registrar’s Admin UI

16

Interface as a web UI to

devices; data for ballot marking

variety of data that define a

is
a data management application for data
about electoral jurisdictions and elections
conducted within a jurisdiction.

API

ballots; data for ballot counting

transactions to manage the

Election Data Manager

Election officials use the

23

basic definition of an election

Interface, which presents them

Admin

18

Report

TBM

Local election officials use the Analytics web user interface to provide
a wide range of data to be the basis of advanced reporting and analysis.

Data Transfer – Networked

Standard reports meet Federal reporting requirements. Analytics can

ER

correlate election results, voter registration activity, and voter

ERT

demographics.

Data Transfer – Physical

VRR

Bulk Data Transfer – Physical or Networked

BSE

election and geospatial
data transfered to

GIS

PDF to print

JED

JED
BSB

TBM

Registrar
VoteStream
Analytics

combined boot image
and election definition
data transfered to

BSE

Blank Ballots

Write-once Boot Media

voter transaction log and voter
demographic record transfered to

VTL

Accessible Ballot Marker
Central Ballot Counter
Precinct Ballot Counter
Tabulator

Boot Images – Physical

VDR

VoteStream
Analytics

Device Transfer – Physical

Election Data Manager

Ballot Design Studio

Device Manager

Registrar

VSP, BusyBooth, and Balloteer

Digital Poll Book Manager and Digital Poll Books

Accessible Ballot Marker

Ballot Counting Devices

Data Layer

The data managed by the EDM comprises all of the information about an election, at
the level of an individual jurisdiction.

The data managed by the BDS is wide ranging set of data that describe ballots from
several viewpoints, used at different points in the BDS usage lifecycle for a specific

The Device Manager does not manage data, but rather creates boot images for ballot
casting and counting devices. These boot images include both the software that is

The Registrar manages a voter records database (VRDB) and implements a web
service API for access to the VRDB, either as an integrated VRDB or as a wrapper

These components are clients of the Registrar and use its APIs for viewing voter records
or submitting requests; there is little or no retained managed data, with the notable

The DPB Manager stores a copy of the voter roll data obtained from the Registrar or
other standards-compliant source of voter records. Each DPB uses this data and

The device does not store or manage data outside of user sessions for indicating
ballot selections, but it does use ballot data from the Ballot Design Studio:

The Precinct Ballot Counter and Central Ballot Counter both process paper ballots
and create output data of two kinds:

Jurisdiction definitions: Districts, district type, precincts, precinct membership in

election.

specific to each device and the election-specific data needed by each device.

around a legacy VRDB. The data in the VRDB includes:

exception of log data.

records voter check-in events.

Extended Ballot Specifications: Used to drive the presentation of ballot items and

Tallying Device Records: The vote tallies for each ballot item in a batch of paper

districts, GIS data for precincts and districts, and a host of precincting information:

State-Specific Ballot Rules: Requirements for ballot content and presentation,

These are:

Voter Registration Records and Requests: Voter personal information, geographic

Voter Registration Records and Requests: Via the Registrar API, these components

Voter Registration Records: A voter roll is the small subset of the information in a

the collection of voter choices that are then presented on a printed paper ballot.

The data layer includes a set of open
standards for election data, defined with
the help of local election officials and
formalized through major standards
organization.

precinct splits, sub-precincts, precinct-parts, per-election consolidations and

derived from each state’s election law, regulations, or practice. These include rules

Concrete Ballot Specifications: The finished ballot definitions and meta-data

information, eligibility, participation history, membership in special voter groups, e.g.,

make voter records requests and receive some parts of voter records.

voter record that is needed for voter check-in using a poll book.

reporting precincts, and street segment and/or GIS data to support mapping
addresses to precincts.

for issues such as candidate rotation, straight-party voting, and voting instructions, as
well as presentation-level issues such as the use of basic text formats (mixed case vs.

produced by the Ballot Design Studio.

military, handicapped, protected/private.

Election definitions: Election (date, type, jurisdiction); contests, contest/district,

uppercase, Roman vs. Italic).

The goal is to transform, normalize,
aggregate, and publish election data to
all citizens – in near real time.

Election Definition: The definition of the current election, created by the Election
Manager and included along with concrete ballot specifications by the BDS.

Voter Transaction Logs: A log of transactions pertinent to each voter, involving
voter requests and/or LEO activity. Includes: voter registration requests, LEO

personal identifying information, but does uniquely identify each voter and several
characteristics of voters that are needed for statistics and reporting of voter

Tabulation Manifest: The Tabulator uses the manifest created by the Election

Tallying Device Records: That Tabulator’s consolidated output dataset of all final

information for a specific ballot tied to a specific precinct of a voter or of a location.

process.

Manager (and included by the Device Manager in the Tabulator’s data) to audit the

vote tallies.

Concrete Ballot Specifications: A complete ordered set of every text element that

approval/rejection of such requests or of absentee ballots and provisional ballots;
voter check-in for in person voting; mail-out of absentee ballot, and receipt of

printed, signed, and mailed.

lack thereof) for contests and candidates, use (or lack) of write-ins, prioritization for
ballot ordering, and more.

ballot specifications – the contests and questions defined for each precinct listed in
an election-definition dataset – with both metadata in the election definition and

returned absentee ballot.

Basic ballot specifications: For a given election, for each precinct, the list of

state-specific rules.

Voter Demographic Records: A subset of a voter record that uniquely identified
each voter’s characteristics – but without any personal identifying information –

Stylesheets for Paper Ballots and Digital Ballots: The BDS’s ballot lifecycle starts

including those needed for statistics and reporting of voter transactions, e.g.:

with the acquisition of a per-election combination jurisdiction/election definition

percentage of total successful military absentee voters out of all military absentee

(either from the EDM or other systems compliant with VIP 5 and/or VSSC election
definition standards) and the conversion of each of the election’s basic ballot

voters, compared to similar success rate in the entire voting population.

Data Standards

Data Formats

extended by
extended by
Ballot Design Studio
Device Manager
Accessible Ballot Marker
Digital Poll Book Manager

for each ballot counting device used on election day, and one tally for central ballot

focus of interactive ballot design, beginning with human interaction with presentation

Registrar

count run of absentee or provisional ballots.

level elements that define a ballot’s visual presentation, starting with a baseline that
implements the ballot design standards that were defined by AIGA and EAC.

Usage Legend

Voter Services Portal /etc.
Election Data Manager

Extended Ballot Specifications: The end result of ballot design activity is twofold:

EML

TTV

VSSC

NIST

VIP

ballots to be represented as a series of screens on a voting device. For paper ballots,
the result is both a set of PDF files for printing the full set of ballot styles and also a
set of concrete ballot specifications that include meta-data that is to be used by

OASIS international
election data standard

ballot counting devices to interpret marked ballots. For digitally presented blank

TTV Project developed
data standards

transactions.

input set of vote tallies, to ensure that all and only the expected tallies are presented
and accounted for.

specifications to a concrete ballots specification. At this point, stylesheets become the

finished ballots for hand-marking at polling places or by absentee voters; and finished

Voter Demographic Records: A subset of a voter record that does not contain

recorded from that ballot, intended for use in risk limiting audits of the counting

appears on each official ballot. These are created by extending an election’s basic

vote tallying district) and the number of distinct tallies expected for one. For
example, a typical precinct might have one tally for each day of early voting, one tally

Voter Transaction Logs: A log of transactions pertinent to each voter from each
system that records voter transactions.

Basic Election Results: Tally data collected on election night, before the final set of
tallies is available.

Basic Ballot Specifications: Via the Registrar API, these components obtain the ballot

candidates, candidate/contest, referendum, referendum/district, ballot-response,

Tabulation Manifest: A manifest or checklist that specifies each precinct (or other

Each provides, stores, and manages the data from the datasets that it receives:
Jurisdiction and Election Definitions: Describe the election as a whole, including
all ballot items and all vote tallying districts, include GIS data for each.

Tabulator’s output dataset of all vote tallies, CVRs, and vote totals.

ballot-response/referendum, and a host of attributes that determine partisanship (or

contests and referenda (including candidates, parties, write-in, straight-party, etc.)

VoteStream and Analytics

The device does not store or manage data, but it does consolidate and analyze data:
Tallying Device Records: Each output dataset of each run of each ballot counting
device; used as input for both tally auditing and vote totaling. Consolidated into the

Cast Vote Records: Consolidated into the Tabulator’s output dataset.

Voter Transaction Logs: A log of transactions pertinent to each voter, for example,
online submission of a voter registration request or online completion of a form to be

that will be on an official ballot for that precinct.

Tabulator

ballots processed by the ballot counter.
Cast Vote Records: For each individual counted ballot, a record of all the votes

IEEE 1622 working group
emerging standards

U.S. National Institute of
Standards and Technology

ballots, the result is a set of concrete ballot specifications that include visual style

Voting Information Project
data format

exchange out

BSE

Tabulator

used in data migration

Analytics

JED

ERT

DL-VRR

DL-BS-E

DL-JED

Voter Record

Extended Ballot Specification

A number of variations on voter
record requests and voter
records.

An extension of the basic ballot
specification to express:

Jurisdiction and Election
Definiton

A) All the presentation-level artifacts of
an actual ballot.

The core jurisdiction and election
definition.

B) All the presentation style elements.

Precinct Ballot Counter / Central Ballot Counter

exchange in

used in API

VRR

C) All the artifacts of a printed ballot that
are needed for counting devices to
interpret marked ballots.

BSB

GIS

TBM

ER

CVR

DL-BS-B

DL-JED-GIS

DL-JED-TBM

DL-JED-ER

DL-CVR

Basic Ballot
Specifications

GIS
extensions of
DL-JED

Tabulation
Manifest

Basic Election
Result

Cast Vote
Records

Ballot Design Studio

VTL

DL-JED-ERT

extended by

DL-VTL

Tallying Device Records

Voter Transaction Log

An extension of the election
results definition to record the
vote-count output of:

A log record for local election
official’s actions in voter
registration administration,
absentee voting administration,
and absentee and provisional
ballot management, for each
individual voter request or ballot.

A) Counting devices such as optical
scanner.
B) Tabulation devices that combine all
vote-counts into raw consolidated vote
counts and vote totals.

Device Manager
Accessible Ballot Marker
Digital Poll Book Manager
Registrar

VDR

DL-VDR
Voter
Demographic
Record

Votestream

Voter Services Portal /etc.
Election Data Manager
Precinct Ballot Counter / Central Ballot Counter
Tabulator
Analytics
Votestream

300 Section

Pew VIP or Pew ERIC

future extensions

or

future extensions

VIP 5

and

near future

near future

near future

TTV

upcoming

near future

near future

TTV

300 Section

elements for each screen of each ballot.

Guiding Principles

Accurate

Secure

Transparent

Verifiable

Elections technology must be...

List all voters and only eligible voters on voter rolls.
Count votes without errors, as they were cast.

Ensure voter privacy, data integrity, system reliability, and
proper authentication and authorization for access.

Allow verification of required accuracy.
Log all changes to guarantee accountability.

Enable everything that matters about an election to be
independently verified, including accuracy and security.

© 2007–2014 OSET Foundation and the TrustTheVote™ Project All Rights Reserved.
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The Election Technology Framework
is freely available for any jurisdiction (e.g., a county) to adopt,
adapt, and deploy for public elections. Typically, each
jurisdiction would have one copy of each component; though
some voting components are deployed to each precinct.
Open source, open standards, and open data are key aspects
of the Election Technology Framework, intended to assist
election officials in conducting election administration and
elections operations in a process that is accurate, secure,
transparent, and verifiable.
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Numbers are matched with components in the diagram below.
Grey dots fall outside the Election Technology Framework.
White dots do not appear in the diagram.
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The TrustTheVote Project
is a digital public works project to develop critical democracy
infrastructure. We are designing and developing
open-standards-based elections technology in collaboration
with local election officials from all around the country.

Citizens > Voters

/F
ed

Introducing the Election Technology Framework—
Because We All Deserve a Better Voting Experience
Registering

< Voter
provdides
registration
form

8

11
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exports

Voting includes all the people, technology,
and activities involved in the processes of
casting and counting ballots.

to print

Polling Place

Reporting

One or more per precinct

23 24 28

18

23

One or more per precinct
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canned into
scanned

Voter Services Portal

Printer
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download and print blank ballots.

and
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Balloteer, which obtains
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or standalone. Thee API is open and standards-based,
an be supported by any system that
so that all of these VSP functions can

iOS or Android.

Registrar.

is
a data management
application for data
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about electoral juris
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The Election Data Manager (EDM) provides a stan
standards-based API for
election
transactions to create, view, and update a variety of ele
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data for them; and elections, contests, candidates, and ballots. LLocal
election officials access EDM’s services via a Web UI based on the API,
AP

the process that starts with the

Admin
Web UI

Election officials use the
Device Manager Admin

API

Admin

and ends with a set of ballots
and supporting data: paper

Web UI

ballots; data for ballot counting

election definition
data transfered to
JED
TBM

is
a data management
nagement application that
enables
ables Local Election Officials to
create legally compliant ballots.

Ballot Styl
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devices that assist voters in
marking a ballot.

Device Manager

election and ballot definition
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a voting
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digital image processing
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migration
LEOs use the Registrar’s Admin UI

API

for several data management tasks,

Admin
Web UI

Registrar

media used to run each ballot
casting or counting device in

is
a database management application
that stores and manages voter records.

the upcoming election.
BSB

17

Local election officials use
the DPB Manager’s Admin

23 30

including: reviewing registration
requests, voter list management,
integration with external services
such as motor vehicle records, and

interface for both
da into digital
provisioning data
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poll books aand post-election

Mobile app

VoteStream includes a visual

Anyone who follows the
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elections officials to easily
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the data and create their

share their data with the
public.

data or do their own analysis.

own tools and republish the

The Device Manager aggregates data from other components and
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ting device. These images can be validated during Logic and

Registrar, obtain elements of specific voter records, and – for local

Accuracy Testing, to ensure that only certified systems and software

election officials – update and manage records.
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Reporting is an integral aspect of the
TrustTheVote Project’s goal of making elections
wholly transparent, accurate, and trustworthy.
In the reporting phase, elections data is stored,
analyzed, and prepared for public consumption.

Re
su
lts

Registering includes all the people, technology,
and activities involved in voter registration,
voter records management, voter information
and services, and voter list management.

e
ot
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Voting
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a PC, display and printer that assists
VRR

that records voter checkin.

oll books and for
and convert it into poll bookk record
records for digital poll
printing paper poll books.

Tabulator
bulator
vote tally data
transfered
sfered to

ER

Partial Ta
llies >

CVR

ER

CVR

A local election official puts a batch of ballots into the scanner, where
boots from

voters in troubleshooting any difficulty
encountered during the voter check-in
process with a digital poll book or paper

digital image processing technology is used to record a vote for each
mark detected. For ballots flagged for unclear marks, the election official
has the opportunity to examine the ballot image, interpret voter intent,
and record the interpretation as a set of votes for that ballot.

JED

poll book.

BSE

are used on Election Day.

is
a PC and display and printer
er with tabulation
election officials
software that local ele
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create election results and reports.

Analytics
nalytics
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ion results data
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is
a data warehousing application that
election officials can use for data
aggregation, analysis
analysis, and reporting.

ERT
CVR

Local election officials provide the Tabulator with tally data from ballot
boots from

counting devices, to assess whether all needed data is available, and if
so, to create final election results and basic results reports and results
JED

Local election officials use the Analytics web user interface to provide
nalysis.
a wide range of data to be the basis of aadvanced reporting and analysis.
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Device Transfer – Physical

Write-once Boot Media

Boot

Election Data Manager

Ballot Design Studio

Device Manager

Data Layer

The data managed by the EDM comprises all of the information about an election, at
the level of an individual jurisdiction.

The data managed by the BDS is wide ranging set of data that describe ballots from
several viewpoints, used at different points in the BDS usage lifecycle for a specific

The Device Manager does not manage data, but rather creates boot images for ballot
casting and
d counting devices. These boot images include both the software that is

The Registrar manages a voter records database (VRDB) and implements a web
service API for access to the VRDB, either as an integrated VRDB or as a wrapper

Jurisdiction definitions: Districts, district type, precincts, precinct membership in

election.

specific to each device and the election-specific data needed by each device.

around a legacy VRDB. The data in the VRDB includes:

districts, GIS data for precincts and districts, and a host of precincting information:

State-Specific Ballot Rules: Requirements for ballot content and presentation,

These are:

Voter Registration Records and Requests: Voter personal information, geographic

The data layer includes a set of open
standards for election data, defined with
the help of local election officials and
formalized through major standards
organization.

precinct splits, sub-precincts, precinct-parts, per-election consolidations and

derived from each state’s election law, regulations, or practice. These include rules

Con
Concrete Ballot Specifications: The finished ballot definitions and meta-data

reporting precincts, and street segment and/or GIS data to support mapping
addresses to precincts.

for issues such as candidate rotation, straight-party voting, and voting instructions, as
well as presentation-level issues such as the use of basic text formats (mixed case vs.

produced by the Ballot Design Studio.

information, eligibility, participation history, membership in special voter groups, e.g.,
military, handicapped, protected/private.

Election definitions: Election (date, type, jurisdiction); contests, contest/district,

uppercase, Roman vs. Italic).

The goal is to transform, normalize,
aggregate, and publish election data to
all citizens – in near real time.

Election Definition: The definiti
definition of the current election, created by the Election
Manager and included along with concrete bal
ballot specifications by the BDS.

Voter Transaction Logs: A log of transactions pertinent to each voter, involving
voter requests and/or LEO activity. Includes: voter registration requests, LEO
approval/rejection of such requests or of absentee ballots and provisional ballots;

candidates, candidate/contest, referendum, referendum/district, ballot-response,

Concrete Ballot Specifications: A complete ordered set of every text element that

ballot-response/referendum, and a host of attributes that determine partisanship (or
lack thereof) for contests and candidates, use (or lack) of write-ins, prioritization for
ballot ordering, and more.

appears on each official ballot. These are created by extending an election’s basic
ballot specifications – the contests and questions defined for each precinct listed in
an election-definition dataset – with both metadata in the election definition and
state-specific rules.

voter check-in for in person voting; mail-out of absentee ballot, and receipt of
entee ballot.
returned absentee

Stylesheets for Paper Ballots and Digital Ballots: The BDS’s ballot lifecycle starts
with the acquisition of a per-election combination jurisdiction/election definition
(either from the EDM or other systems compliant with VIP 5 and/or VSSC election
definition standards) and the conversion of each of the election’s basic ballot

including tthose needed for statistics and reporting of voter transactions, e.g.:
percentage of total successfu
successful military absentee voters out of all military absentee
voters, compared to similar success rate in the en
entire voting population.

Basic ballot specifications: For a given election, for each precinct, the list of
contests and referenda (including candidates, parties, write-in, straight-party, etc.)
that will be on an official ballot for that precinct.
Tabulation Manifest: A manifest or checklist that specifies each precinct (or other
vote tallying district) and the number of distinct tallies expected for one. For
example, a typical precinct might have one tally for each day of early voting, one tally
for each ballot counting device used on election day, and one tally for central ballot
count run of absentee or provisional ballots.

Boot Images – Physical

BSE

efin
Blank Ballots
itio
n>

bset of a voter record that uniquely identified
Voter Demographic Records: A subset
dentifying information –
each voter’s characteristics – but without any personal identifying

Image
s >These components are clients of thee Registrar and use its APIs for viewingg voter records
or submitting requests; there is little or no retained managed data, with the notable
exception of log data
data.
Voter Registration Records and Requests: Via the Registrar API, these components
com
make voter records requests and receive some parts of voter records.

The DPB Manager
Mana
btained from the Registrar or
stores a copy of the voter roll data obtained
oter records. Each DPB uses this data and
other standards-compliant source of voter

The device does not store or manage data outside of user sessions for indicating
ballot selections, but it does use ballot data from the Ballot Design Studio:

The Precinct Ballot Counter and Central Ballot Counter both process paper ballots
and create output data of two kinds:

-in events.
records voter check-in

Extended Ballot Specifications: Used to drive the presentation of ballot items and
the collection of voter choices that are then presented on a printed paper ballot.

Tallying Device Records:
ballots processed by the ballot counter.

Voter Registration Records: A voter roll is the small subset of the information in a
voter record that is needed for voter check-in using a poll book.

Cast Vote Records:
recorded from that ballot, intended for use in risk limiting audits of the counting

Basic Ballot Specifications: Via the Registrar API, these components obtain the ballot
information for a specific ballot tied to a specific precinct of a voter or of a location.

process.

Voter Transaction Logs: A log of transactions pertinent to each voter, for example,
online submission of a voter registration request or online completion of a form to be
printed, signed, and mailed.

The device does not store or manage data, but it does consolidate and analyze data:

Each provides, stores, and manages the data from the datasets that it receives:

set of each run of each ballot counting
Each ou
output dataset
b
uditing and vote totaling. Consolidated into the
device; used as input for both
tally auditing
outpu dataset of all vote tallies, CVRs, and vote totals.
Tabulator’s output

Jurisdiction and Election Definitions: Describe the election as a whole, including
all ballot items and all vote tallying districts, include GIS data for each.

Consolidated into the Tabulator’s output dataset.
The Tabulator uses the manifest created by the Election
Manager (and included by the Device Manager in the Tabulator’s data) to audit the

extended by

Data Formats

Ballot Design Studio
Device
Manager
De

Voter Roll Updates >

VRR

ERT

DL-VRR
VRR

the result is both a set of PDF files for printing the full set of ballot styles and also a
set of concrete ballot specifications that include meta-data that is to be used by

OASIS international
election data standard

ballot counting devices to interpret marked ballots. For digitally presented blank
ballots, the result is a set of concrete ballot specifications that include visual style
elements for each screen of each ballot.

TTV Project developed
data standards

VSSC
VS
IEEE 1622 working group
emerging standards

NIST
U.S. National Institute of
Standards and Technology

VIP
Voting Information Project
data format

Voter Transaction Log
A log record for local election
official’s actions in voter
registration administration,
absentee voting administration,
and absentee and provisional
ballot management, for each
individual voter request or ballot.

B) Tabulation devices that combine all
vote-counts into raw consolidated vote
counts and vote totals.

used in data migration

DL-VTL

Tallying Device Records
An extension of the election
results definition to record the
vote-count output of:
A) Counting devices such as optical
scanner.

Precinct Ballot Counter / Central Ballot Counter

Ballot Design Studio

VTL

DL-JED-ERT

level elements that define a ballot’s visual presentation, starting with a baseline that
implements the ballot design standards that were defined by AIGA and EAC.

TTV

h
cs of voters that are needed for statistics and reporting of voter
characteristics
ctions.
transactions.

input set of vote tallies, to ensure that all and only the expected tallies are presented

Data Standards
EML

Voter Demographic
Demogra
ords: A subset of a voter record that does not contain
Records:
personal identifying information, but does uniquely identify each voter and several

Tallying Device Records: That Tabulator’s consolidated output dataset of all final
vote tallies.

specifications to a concrete ballots specification. At this point, stylesheets become the
focus of interactive ballot design, beginning with human interaction with presentation

Extended Ballot Specifications: The end result of ballot design activity is twofold:
finished ballots for hand-marking at polling places or by absentee voters; and finished
ballots to be represented as a series of screens on a voting device. For paper ballots,

Voter Transaction Logs: A log
lo of transactions
actions pertinent to each voter from each
system that records voter
vote transactions.
ons.

Basic Election Results: Tally data collected on election night, before the final set of
tallies is available.

Device Manager
Accessible Ballot Marker
Digital Poll Book Manager
Registrar

VDR

DL-VDR
Voter
Demographic
Record

Voter Services Portal /etc.
Election Data Manager
Precinct Ballot Counter / Central Ballot Counter
Tabulator
Analytics
Votestream

near future

Guiding Principles

Accurate

Secure

Transparent

Verifiable

Elections technology must be...

List all voters and only eligible voters on voter rolls.
Count votes without errors, as they were cast.

Ensure voter privacy, data integrity, system reliability, and
proper authentication and authorization for access.

Allow verification of required accuracy.
Log all changes to guarantee accountability.

Enable everything that matters about an election to be
independently verified, including accuracy and security.

TTV
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Health Coach Notebook for Coronary Artery Disease Patients

burns

increses risk of

such as lowering

reduces

3
3.

being more active

4
4.

stopping smoking

(*angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor)

lowers

5.

high cholesterol

6.

(also called hypertension,
from Greek huper, over,
and Latin tensis, stretching out)

lowers

5.

reducing stress

heredity
(including being
African-American)
under age 55,
being male

over age 65,
being female

increasing age
contributes to the risk of

ACE* inhibitors,
angiotensin II receptor blockers,
vasodilators (such as
aspirin and nitroglycerin),
beta blockers,
calcium antagonists,
anti-hypertensives,
control
and diuretics

eases

can induce

contributes
to

calories

following dietary
recommendations

contributes to the risk of

increases
liklihood of

can
become a

managed, controls

such as lowering

contributes to the risk of

cholesterol
sodium

such as lowering

managed, controls

contributes to the risk of

contributes to the risk of

1.
2
2.

taking prescribed
medications

(also called hypercholesterolemia,
from Greek huper, over,
khole, bile and stereos, solid)

high blood pressure
damages the

such as

managed, controls

increases the risk of

uncontrollable
risk factors

healthy living

contributes to the risk of

causes build up of

contributes
to

(Angioplasty is a non-surgical procedure which
enlarges the inner diameter of a blood vessel most commonly by flattening plaque with a balloon,
or vaporizing plaque with a laser.)

contributes to

medication,
coronary bypass surgery,
or angioplasty

4
4.

tobacco
exposure

may disturb the

weakness,
nausea and vomiting,
sweating, and
shortness of breath

may be

contributes to

such as

3
3.

physical
inactivity

damages the

reduces the

may speed

symptoms

contributes to

oxygen
supply

2
2.

insulin

HMG CoA reductase inhibitors (statins),
bile acid sequestrants,
nicotinic acid,
control
and fibric acid

obesity

contributes to

(also called thrombus,
from Greek thrombos, clot)
is an indicator of

reduced, may cause

controls

(also called diabetes mellitus,
from the Latin diabetes, siphon
and melltus, honey-sweet)

contributes to

blood clot that forms
in a vessel or cavity of the heart

sufferers usually have

(also called angina,
from Greek anchone, a strangling)

contributes to the liklihood of

blood clot that moves
until it lodges in a vessel

1.

diabetes

damages the

(also called endothelium,
from Greek endon, within and thele, nipple)

(deposit of
fatty material)

can help control

controllable
risk factors

innermost layer of the artery

plaque

stroke

behavior

some of which can be controlled by

may be

may rupture, causing

pain in the chest,
neck, jaw, back or arm

risk factors

which results from

begins with
damage to the

(also called atherosclerosis,
from Greek athero, meaning gruel or paste,
and sclerosis, meaning hardness)

(also called embolus,
from Greek embolos, plug)

death

build up of plaque
in the arteries
of the heart
is arterial
build up of

(also called cardiac arrest)
can
lead to

may reduce

causes

the heart to stop

can be caused by

disturbed,
can cause

(also called ischemia,
from Greek iskhein, to keep back
and haima, blood)

can be relieved by

insufficiency
of blood supply

heart rhythm

the heart’s capacity
(which may cause it
to work harder)

is one kind of

reduces the heart muscle’s

may disturb the

can result in

may cause

may disturb the

may be indicated by

dead, scarred
heart tissue

may disturb the

which results from

may be

blockage of blood flow
to the heart

is a

(also called myocardial infarction or MI,
from Greek mus, muscle and kardi, heart
and from Latin infarcre, to cram)

can also cause

A heart attack

Concept Map

Prevention

can be

improves

Risk factors are traits, conditions, or habits that
increase your chances of developing a disease.
Disease outcomes are often the result of multiple
risk factors.

inﬂammation may be controlled by

Decreases symptoms.

protective factors
Protective factors are anything that prevents or
reduces vulnerability for the development of a
disorder.
One positive lifestyle choice can inﬂuence and
encourage other positive lifestyle choices.

existing

future

Early diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease is critical;
changes in Alzheimer's disease can begin up to
20 years before diagnosis. Today, there is no
single test to detect Alzheimer's disease. The
diagnostic process, based on symptoms, can
require a lengthy elimination process over a
period of months and years.

drugs
includes

and

patient + family members

can be lowered through

can be lowered through

PICALM

On Chromosome 2.

cognitive reserve

can be lowered through

limited formal education (8 years or less)

CD2AP

reduces

lowers

misdiagnosis

4

Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI)

genetics

Researchers continue to look for ways to test for
Alzheimer's disease in early, detectable stages.

Populations with early-onset Alzheimer's disease
offer opportunities for therapeutic intervention
and monitoring.

Imaging and biomarkers may also offer methods
to monitor response to treatment.

Because Alzheimer's disease affects the elderly
population, it is not surprising to ﬁnd that
Alzheimer’s patients suffer from comorbid medical conditions.
Over half (61%) of the population has 3 or more
comorbid diseases.

May be stronger predictor of Alzheimer’s diagnosis
than biomarkers.

initial investigations
3

In 2011, the Alzheimer's disease Dementia workgroup updated the previous NINCDS-ADRDA
deﬁnition of Alzheimer's disease. The new broadened deﬁnition includes the use of biomarkers for
early detection.

imaging + biomarkers

The way cells process insulin may be related to
Alzheimer's disease. Researchers are looking at
how the brain processes sugar and produces
energy.

Comorbid Diseases

5

Dementia diagnosis

6

Alzheimer's disease diagnosis

Ofﬁce examination
- Patient physical
- Family history
- Medical history

additional cognitive assessments
Additional testing
- Genotyping
- CSF
- MRI
- PET Scan

Primary

Other

Cardiovascular diseases

Obesity

Such as:
Vascular disease
Hypertension

possible

stop smoking
stress management
sleep quality

probable
includes

Interferes with blood and oxygen ﬂow to the brain.

3

or

tobacco exposure

review diagnostic
criteria can lead to misdiagnosis

- Depression
- Psychosis
- Delirium
- Parkinson’s disease
- Thyroid issues
- Vitamin B-12 deﬁciency

no diagnosis

and

correlate
with

On Chromosome 7.

memory assessment service

cognitive
reassessment

insulin

Works by regulating activity of glutamate, a
chemical messenger involved in learning and
memory.

6

medication inventory
mental status examination
psychiatric assessment

environment

socioeconomic factors

Namenda

can be

May decrease cognitive reserve.

On Chromosome 19.

EPHA1

higher education
inﬂuences

correlate
with

On Chromosome 6.

ABCA7

3
or to MCI 4
or to dementia diagnosis 5
or to Alzheimer's disease diagnosis

Anti-inﬂammatory treatments come out of understanding aspects of inﬂammation most active in
brain.

such as

Apolipoprotein E e2 (ApoE2)

follow-up
investigations can lead to misdiagnosis

inﬂammation

One key area of research includes strategies
to keep Tau protein from collapsing and twisting
into tangles.

such as

On Chromosome 19.

or to
no
diagnosis 2
or to
misdiagnosis
3
or to
MCI 4
or to
Dementia
diagnosis 5

can include

lab tests + surveys (to rule out other causes)
and

Creates fatty tissue that produces hormones
resulting in inﬂammation.

- Patient physical
- Family history
- Medical history

diet
and

and

On Chromosome 11.

CD33

Psychiatric Assessment
Test to rule out other dementias.

ofﬁce examination

May inhibit ability to clear beta-amyloid
in the brain.

obesity

MS4A7

secondary investigations can lead to

or to no diagnosis 2
or to misdiagnosis 3
or to MCI 4

tau protein

Researchers are in the process of developing
several medications directed to any point in
beta-amyloid processing.

Such as:
- Donepezil
- Rivastigmine
- Tacrine
- Galantamine

2

begins

On Chromosome 11.

BIN1

Apolipoprotein E e3 (ApoE3)

stigma
fear
denial

and

The largest known risk factor for Alzheimer's disease.
ApoE4 is involved in metabolizing cholesterol.

high cholesterol
increases the
chances of

and

Located on Chromosome 1.

Apolipoprotein E e4 (ApoE4)

initial investigations can lead to
no action result of

and

Presenilin-2 (PS2)

Brain derived neurotrophic factor supports the
survival of existing neurons and encourages the
growth of new ones.

can lead to
or to
such as:
or to
- Geriatrician
- Geriatric Nurse Practitioner (GNP)
- Geriatric Psychiatrist
- Gerontologist
- Geropsychologist
- Neurologist
- Neuropsychologist

beta-amyloid

Such as:
- Aromatherapy and massage
- Sensory stimulations
- Acupuncture
- Chiropractic
- Music therapy and white noise
- Bright light therapy

includes

On Chromosome 8.

includes

CLU

Or family doctor.

can include

May damage blood vessels in the brain.

specialist

primary care physician may refer to a

BDNF
helps build

includes

high blood pressure

On Chromosome 1.

and

and

CR1

One of two or more common forms of a gene.

cognitive change

or

leads to

Alleles

Located on Chromosome 14.

cholinesterase inhibitors

information + resources

begins

such as

Presenilin-1 (PS1)

physical activity

can lead to

sedentary lifestyle

Researchers have recently identiﬁed new gene
variants that are linked to the development of
Alzheimer's disease Some are involved with cholesterol and others are linked to inﬂammation or
the transport of molecules inside cells.

Such as:
- Estrogen
- Non-steroidal anti-inﬂammatory agents
- Ginkgo biloba
- Vitamin E
- N-methyl-D-aspartic acid
- Selective monoamine oxidase-b inhibitor selegiline

Diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease may require
multiple visits to physicians and specialists over a
long period of time, resulting in a medical loop.

smack moment

can be a
can lead to search for
can lead to consultation with

other therapies

non-drugs

Have been approved by the FDA.

results lead to

observe

new gene variants

1

Work by slowing down activity that breaks down a
key neurotransmitter.

increases

Apolipoprotein (ApoE)
has 3

and

Located on Chromosome 21.

Insulin resistance causes a buildup of blood
sugars in the brain.

diagnostic process leads to

can include

insulin resistance

Insulin resistance is a condition in which the natural hormone insulin becomes less effective at
lowering blood sugars.

Amyloid precursor protein

medical search can lead to
to ﬁnd

includes

Increase the likelihood that a person with the
gene (or genes) will develop a disease.

awareness leads to
by

includes

Directly cause Early-onset Alzheimer's disease.

Type 2 diabetes

Vascular disease

caused by

risk genes

risk factors includes

deterministic genes

Future treatments are under investigation.
Researchers are examining disease pathways to
ﬁnd treatments to prevent, slow, or stop the
underlying disease process.

drugs
targeting

Risk factors for other diseases impact
Alzheimer's disease.

Diagnosis
includes

can be

Repetitive head injuries and brain trauma can lead
to Alzheimer's disease. Head injuries also have
some of the same pathologies as Alzheimer's
disease.

Women who carry the ApoE4 gene, in particular,
appear to be at higher risk. The reason for the
increased risk is not well understood.

quality of life

Modiﬁable factors are factors that can be
changed to improve health.

other diseases and
includes

includes

Alzheimer's disease is not a normal part of aging;
but increasing age is the single largest risk factor
of the disease. Why risk rises so dramatically with
age is not well understood.

head trauma + brain injury

Includes

includes

includes

being female

genetics

No current treatments can prevent, slow, or cure
Alzheimer's disease. Existing treatments address
disease symptoms to help with memory and
manage behavior. Research to ﬁnd new treatments to address the underlying disease process
is underway.

includes

modiﬁable

Unmodiﬁable factors are factors that cannot be
changed.

aging

Today there is no proven way to prevent
Alzheimer's disease. The strongest evidence to
date suggests you may be able to lower your risk
of Alzheimer's disease by reducing your risk of
heart disease. Important factors that may be
involved include high blood pressure, high cholesterol, diabetes, and obesity.

includes

unmodiﬁable

Treatments
includes

Risk Factors

3 phases
Early
Mid
Late

the most prevalent form of
dementia
is

Alzheimer's disease is almost 4 times as likely
to affect people who are obese and middle aged.

Sensorial disabilities

Psychosis

Sensorial disabilities affect how a person gathers
information from the world around them.
Alzheimer’s patients may experience impairment
of the senses.

Neurological diseases

Psychotic symptoms, delusions, and hallucinations are common in Alzheimer's disease, occurring in approximately 40% of individuals over the
course of an illness.

Down syndrome

Alzheimer's disease can co-exist with other neurological diseases—disorders of the brain, spinal
cord, and nerves.

All people with Down Syndrome develop
Alzheimer's disease. Research suggests that the
abnormal third chromosome of Down Syndrome
might be a factor in Alzheimer's disease development.

Depression
The link between depression and dementia has
always been unclear. Research suggests the
theory that depression (a mood disorder)
increases dementia risk.

society engages researchers to discover opportunities to advance knowledge about Alzheimer’s disease for the benefit of society
including
the arts and sciences
and
private sector
and
government

Symptoms
appears in

Mid Alzheimer’s leads to

Late Alzheimer’s

indicated by

indicated by

indicated by

indicated by

shares
conducts

Greater than those expected for age. Changes in
behavior or personality are not indicated.

2

drug development process

can lead to

3

drugs become

loss of basic abilities
unable to care for self
extreme problems with mood + behavior
cannot remember, communicate, or process information
problems with bodily functions

treatments

results in

175 Alzheimer's disease clinical trials are active in
the United States today.

caregiving studies

The older population represents 1 out of every 8
Americans, and is increasing at an accelerated rate.

people 65+

aging

baby boomers
Baby boomers will begin turning 65 in 2011 and
will double their risk of developing Alzheimer's
disease every five years.

people 85+
People who are older than 85 have a 50% risk of
developing Alzheimer's disease.

Causes

brain also exhibits

Such as:
- Alzheimer's disease - Huntington’s disease
- Parkinson’s disease - Types of multiple sclerosis

plasticity
The human brain
changes throughout
life, continues to
develop, and grow
new brain cells.

memory

vascular disorders
Such as:
Multi-infarct dementia which is caused by multiple
strokes in the brain.

traumatic brain injury
Can be the result of motor vehicle accidents, falls, etc.

Such as:
Occasional memory lapses due to decline in episodic (autobiographical) memory and/or declarative (factual) memory related to changes in the
middle temporal lobe.

disease data

research data

infections of Central Nervous System

Such as:
- National Alzheimer’s Project Act (NAPA)
(Bill passed by Congress)

Disease Process
plaques may activate

result in the buildup of

inflammation devours

disabled cells

contribute to
synapse + cell death 2

hippocampus region

spreads to

Part of the limbic system, plays an important role
in memory formation. Manages the consolidation
of short-term memory to long-term memory;
manages spatial navigation.

frontal lobe

begins in

nutrients + essential supplies

contribute to synapse + cell death 2

brain shrinkage (atrophy)
Although Alzheimer's disease begins in the hippocampus region, it ultimately affects all parts of
the brain. The disease progression is different for
every person.

genomic +
phenotypic data sets to facilitate research

cell communication

manage decreasing
functional ability
leads to

Protein tau strands do not appear in a normal
aging brain.

results in

2

synapse + cell death leads to

development of ventricles

1

1

nerve cells (neurons)

When ventricles in the brain enlarge, surrounding
brain tissue dies. Ventricles are one of a system of
four communicating cavities in the brain and are
filled with cerebral spinal fluid.

synapses to form a

neuron forest

acetylcholine

involved in

electrical charges

signals form the basis of

Instrumental Activities of
Daily Life (IADLs)

The rear temporal lobe is associated with both
speaking and understanding speech. These facilities deteriorate dramatically in mid- to late-stage
Alzheimer's disease.

cholinergic pathways

memories, thoughts, + feelings

Such as:
- Wandering/getting lost
- Assistance with mobility

find and use caregiving services

hire and supervise others

Such as:
- Medical care
- Paid in-home
- Residential care facility

Such as:
- Care providers

The parietal lobe processes tactile sensations,
integrating sensory information and interpreting
spatial relationships. People with mid- to latestage Alzheimer's disease often have difficulty
with spatial perceptions, for example, thinking a
person on TV is in the room.

rear temporal lobe
spreads to

Acetylcholine is a neurotransmitter produced by
neurons referred to as cholinergic neurons. The
neurotransmitter is believed to be involved in
learning, memory, and mood.

brainstem

manage safety issues

parietal lobe

cognitive function

100 billion nerve cells
connect at more than
100 trillion points.
includes

tasks

cerebellum
The cerebellum region of the brain helps you
coordinate movements. The effect of Alzheimer's
disease on the cerebellum is thought to be minimal, but research continues in this area. Cerebellum changes may relate to coordination issues in
mid- to late-stage Alzheimer's disease.

Activities of Daily Life are measured with
(ADLs)

IADLs are not necessary for daily functioning but they
let an individual live independently in a community.

ADLs refer to self-care activities within a person’s
place of residence, in outdoor environments, or both.

Can include:
- Shopping
- Preparing meals
- Providing transportation
- Managing medications

Can include:
- Personal hygiene and grooming
- Dressing and undressing
- Self-feeding
- Bowel and bladder management
- Ambulation

tests
Health professionals routinely consider the ability
and inability to perform ADLs as a measurement
of a person’s functional status.
ADLs are also measured to evaluate effectiveness
of therapeutic interventions.
Tools to measure ADLs include:
- Progressive Deterioration Scale (PDS)
- Disability Assessment for Dementia (DAD)
- Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Scale
cognitive subscale (ADAS-cog)

maintain wellness
Through activities like:
- Exercise
- Healthy diet
- Sleep
- Therapy
- Stress management

education
Learn more about:
- Disease process
- Treatment
- Best providers of care
- Caregiving resources
- Medical insurance, including Medicaid

find information and
support services
and

neurotransmitters

symptoms

and

inhibit
connect to
one another at

The temporal lobe is involved in interpreting sensory input. The left hemisphere of the temporal
lobe is important for language. The characteristic
symptom of early- and mid-stage Alzheimer's
disease is the inability to recall simple familiar
words.

in

use

protein tau strands begin to form in

imaging techniques +
diagnostic tools

spreads to

genome service agencies

Caregiving can impact job performance or result
in job loss.

caregivers (self-care)

The overall goal of caregiving is to preserve the
patient’s quality of life.

tasks related to

The disease is considered a disease of the whole
body—not just the brain.

biotech companies and

patients

temporal lobe

financial security

The burden of caregiving can result in high stress
loads, including stress related to:
- Emotions
- Nursing home placement
- End-of-life

includes

vital cell
transport system inhibits movement

emotional well-being

Caregivers can become secondary patients as
providing care begins to impact their own health.

includes

destroy
form inside of nerve cells 1
made up of

health
General health can be impaired and risk for
chronic disease, including cardiovascular disease,
is greater.

includes

tangles

biological processes

Such as:
- HIV
- Meningitis
- Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease (CJD)—
a quickly progressing disease that is fatal.

can negatively impact

Today 11 million people are providing care for
people with Alzheimer's disease. Caregiving is
demanding and difficult. For the person giving
care, the journey may feel like a transition from
an old life to a new life.

spreads to

stigma

The frontal lobe is largely responsible for logical
reasoning. It also plays important role in episodic
memory (memory for events)—the type of memory
most affected in Alzheimer's disease. This is the part
of the brain most closely associated with personality.
Damage to this area may explain ability of sufferers
to plan, think logically, or solve complex problems.

includes

Amyloid beta protein is produced by the brain;
overproduction of the protein or the brain’s inability to clear it quickly enough causes imbalance.

perceptions can include

Although Alzheimer’s disease manifests in the
brain, it is linked to other biological processes
that take place in the body.

technology companies and

immune system cells trigger

form outside of nerve cells 1
made up of

develop

funds research 1
partners with government 4
partners with NPOs 5

chemical changes in the brain

beta-amyloid protein begin to form in

patients participate in clinical trials

has
lobbies Government 4

private includes

genes

involved in

To the clinical process.

public includes

disease standards

create
Such as:
map
- Alzheimer's disease Centers
change
- The Alzheimer’s Project
- International Group on Alzheimer’s
Project (GAP)
- Alzheimer’s Disease Neuro Imaging
Initiative (ADNI)
- National Cell Repository for Alzheimer’s
Disease (NCRAD)
- Alzheimer’s Disease Genetics Consortium (ADGC)

spreads to

public outreach projects coordinate sharing of

and

workgroups and

Input

can involve other

form
create
fund research 1
Such as:
- Alzheimer’s Association (AA)

provide

non-profit agencies
(NPOs)

Caregiving

Scientists do not understand what causes
Alzheimer's disease, but it is understood that it
develops because of a complex series of events in
the brain that take place over a period of time.

includes care for

5

begins with

Such as:
- Center for Disease Control (CDC)
- Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
- National Institute of Aging (NIA)
- National Institute of Health (NIH)
- US Department of Health and Human Services
- Administration on Aging
- Department of Veteran Affairs
- Special Senate Committee on Aging

concentrated
in regions of

legislation

enable

and

cross

policy

standardizes
funds research 1
monitors drug development process 2
approves drugs 3

trigger release of

Government creates

encoded as

4

of Dementia

There are many causes of dementia—Alzheimer's
disease is the most common. Many forms of
dementia share similar symptoms—particularly in
early stages. This can contribute to the difﬁculty
of a clear diagnosis.

degenerative neurological diseases

normal

includes
decline in

are a part of the

confusion
pervasive + persistent memory loss
changes in mood + behavior
intellectual impairment

Aging Population

includes
changes in

clinical trials

recent memory loss
communication difficulties
functional changes
cognitive changes

Can continue for 1—3+ years.

can be

memory problems indicated by

Includes:
- Memory loss
- Executive Function decline
- Impaired visuospatial abilities
- Impaired language function
- Changes in behavior and personality
- Decline in physical abilities

Can continue for 2—10 years.

includes

cognitive decline evidenced as

Can continue for 2—4 years.
Most people are diagnosed in this phase.

includes

Early Alzheimer’s leads to

A transitional state from healthy to diseased, that
is still being defined. People with MCI are more
likely to develop Alzheimer's disease.

experiences

Mild Cognitive Impairment can lead to

including the
aging population
and their
caregivers

includes

stages can include

The Arts and Sciences, Private Sector, and Government
work together in the public interest through consortium
and public outreach projects to change public perception of Alzheimer's disease, raise funding, support
research, and encourage citizen participation.

Research can include

80% of the damage to the brain has already occurred
by the time the first symptoms of Alzheimer's disease
appear. Symptoms, order of appearance, and duration
of steps is different for each person. In most cases,
Alzheimer's disease progresses slowly, over a 7- to
10-year period.

manifests as

Research Community

1

which is a result of a complex
disease process
associated with multiple
risk factors
that is difficult to
diagnose
and results in
progressive deterioration
of the
brain

Such as:
- Alzheimer’s organizations support groups
- Community
- Online
- Social networks
- Family and friends

plan for the future
Such as:
- Legal
- Financial
- End-of-life decisions

chronic alcohol or drug use
Excessive drinking over a period of years or drug
abuse may lead to dementia, including alcoholic
dementia.

types of hydrocephalus
Dementia can be the result of damage to the brain
tissue caused by hydrocephalus. Hydrocephalus
involves an excess accumulation of cerebrospinal
ﬂuid in the brain’s cavities that can result from
developmental abnormalities, infections, injury,
or brain tumors.

Feedback loops provide a framework for modeling insulin management

Goal
e.g., 70 < blood glucose < 180 mg/dl
informs

CGM

Control Algorithm
informs

measured by

basal injections affects

Interstitial Fluid

Blood Glucose*
affects
affects

Disturbances
such as diet and exercise

* In reality, CGMs measure interstitial fluid, a proxy for blood glucose.

Insulin Pump
drives

bolus injections affects

charges

Complete Insulin Management System
Cloud

USB-C to USB
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Wall charger
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charging cable
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CGM Transmitter

Insulin pump
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CGM Sensor & patch
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fills insulin
into

penetrates body fat
adheres to skin

Patient

Infusion set cannula & tubing

Place barrel against skin
and inject sensor probe

Place bottom part against skin
and inject infusion head

Remove safety lock

Remove seal at bottom
Safety lock

Drop of blood

fills insulin into

delivers
insulin via

holds
penetrates body fat
adheres to skin

Carrying case

Rechargable batteries (2×)

Belt clip
(for pump)

Syringes (BD)
and
Needles (BD)

connected to
Adhesive patch
(for pump)

obtains

Remove seal
at bottom

Open top lid, unwind tubing,
and connect pump
Adhesive seal

installed in

Lancets

Lancing device

Auto-applicator

enters food and
exercise taken

uses lancing device to take
blood from finger prick

Infusion set plastic housing

Adhesive seal
(for infusion set)

Vials of insulin
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Every innovation has a precedent in a
previous convention.

A disturbance has variety of its own.
Unless a community has corresponding variety to cancel it,
the variety in a disturbance will overwhelm the community.
Variety cancels variety.

A misfit arises when a convention no longer maintains
a desired relation between a community and its context.

in

Misfit manifests itself as pain. It exacts a cost—
physical, mental, social, or financial—on members
of the community.
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Context is the environment in which a community lives.
To survive, a community must have a stable relationship
with its environment. Maintaining that stable relationship
is the purpose of conventions.
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Some communities (some ecologies) seem to have the variety and
structures needed to raise the probability of innovation (within
certain domains). For example, Silicon Valley, Route 128 around
Boston, Austin, Research Triangle, and Seattle all currently enjoy
this advantage.

Insight begins a process of restoring fit. Insight remains the most
mysterious part of the innovation process. It may be irreducible, but
it can be aided. Immersion within the context is almost always
essential. Experience with other domains helps (by increasing
variety). For example, applying patterns from other domains can
help solve new problems. This is the promise of Genrich Altshuller’s
system known as TRIZ.
Insight is a type of hypothesis, a form of abduction.
Insight may come from juxtaposition
and pattern matching.

György Polya suggests asking:
What is the unknown?
What are the data?
What is the condition? (What are the constraints?)
What is the connection between data and unknown?
What is a related problem?
How could you restate the problem?
What could you draw to represent the problem?
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Parrish Hanna:
- Tactical or incremental
- Strategic or punctuated
- Cultural or process-oriented

actions
may lead to

e

qu

leads to new

The scale of change varies.
Many people have proposed models, for example:

op

us

adoption (counter-change)

Horst Rittel:
- Simple problems, where the goal is defined
- Complex problems, where the goal remains unclear
- Wicked problems, where constituents cannot agree on the goal

The process begins when external pressure or internal decay
disturbs the relation between a community and its context, a
relation maintained by a convention.

The existing convention no longer “fits.” Perhaps the context
changed. Or the community. Or even the convention. Someone
notices the misfit. It causes stress. It creates enough friction,
enough pain, to jump into people’s consciousness. Perception of
misfit almost simultaneously gives rise to proposals for change,
for reframing. These proposals compete for attention. Most fail to
inspire, are ignored, and fade away.

The changes that survive are by definition those a community finds
effective. They spread because they increase fit (gain) and lower
pain or cost (delivering value).
We rarely recognize innovation while it’s happening. Instead,
innovation is often a label applied after the fact, when its value is
clear and a new convention has become established.

W. Ross Ashby describes variety as a measure of information.
Variety describes a system’s potential to respond to
disturbances—the options it has available. Applied to communities,
variety describes the experiences—the richness of language and
range of cultural tools—they can bring to bear on problems.

may lead to

Michael Geoghegan:
- Recognizing a new domain of invention
- Creating new opportunities for discovery within the domain
- Improving the efficiency with which the discoveries are applied

The model is built on the idea that innovation is about changing
paradigms. The model situates innovation between two conventions. Innovation transforms old into new. It is a process—
a process in which insight inspires change and creates value.

variety
(experiences)

beliefs
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Iteration is always necessary.
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Demonstration enables evaluation.
Testing discloses errors, increases understanding,
and provides a basis for improvement.

re
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Articulation provides a means of sharing an insight.
Demonstration proves (or disproves) the insight’s value.
Demonstration provides a basis for adoption;
it is a key to creating change.
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No innovation arises fully formed.
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context 2
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convention 2

demonstration (testing)
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Of course, the convention resulting from a successful innovation
differs from the convention that preceded it. Likewise, the
community that exists after an innovation is likely to have changed
from the community that preceded it. The context, too, is likely
to have changed beyond the change which created the misfit
leading to an innovation.

For insight to matter, it must be
articulated—given form.
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This poster proposes a model for innovation. It takes the form of a
concept map, a series of terms and links forming propositions.

Ethnography and other research techniques may help identify
opportunities for innovation. Design methods may increase the
speed of generating and testing new ideas. But new ideas are still
subject to natural selection (or natural destruction) in the political
process or the marketplace.
Innovation remains messy. Even dangerous. Luck and chance,
being at the right place at the right time, still play a role. But
heightened sensitivity and persistent alertness may increase luck.
This model is not a recipe. At best it suggests ways to increase
the probability of innovation. Our goal is for it to spur discussion.
Our hope is that increased understanding will spur innovation
and increase the greater good.

individuals

comes from

articulation (prototyping)
It might be a
Hypothesis
Model or diagram
Outline
Script or story
Sketch
Mock-up
Prototype
Pilot

Business Week design editor Bruce Nussbaum has suggested you
can’t measure your way to innovation—measurement being the
hallmark of quality processes. And though some six-sigma
advocates disagree, Nussbaum is pointing out a fundamental
difference between managing quality and managing innovation.
Innovation is creating a new paradigm. It’s not getting better at
playing the same game; it’s changing the rules and changing the
game. Innovation is not working harder; it’s working smarter.

value

drive

Individuals who are prepared to innovate possess:

benefit from (increase efficiency by) sharing skills within a

Some organizations have processes by which their members build
(or buy) new ideas at a small scale. The organizations vet (or select
or destroy) ideas, moving a few to the next stage. They “incubate”
new ideas in “hothouses” long enough to launch them into the
world. Examples include (perhaps most notably) Royal Dutch Shell,
some religions (such as Catholicism), venture capital firms, and
technology companies such as Google.
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Each innovation is a link between two conventions:
the one it replaces and the one it becomes.
An innovation is a pivot; it transforms one period into the next.

(a bit of luck)
preparation
(immersion)

Quality is largely about improving efficiency, whereas innovation
is largely about improving effectiveness. Improving quality is
decreasing defects. It’s about measuring. It’s making processes
more efficient. It works within an existing paradigm.

The key is to make sure what you produce is valuable, before you
worry about making it more efficiently. Increasing effectiveness
calls for increasing variety—changing perspective, bringing new
people, new experience, and new language into the conversation
and expanding the field of action.
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But identifying a problem requires definition.
Definitions are constructed—agreed to.
They have constituencies.
Thus, definition is a political act,
an exercise of power.

Organizations have become much better at managing quality.
Quality has become a commodity, or at least “table stakes,”
necessary but not sufficient. Now, innovation matters more—
because you can’t compete on quality alone, whether as a
business, a community, or a society. The next arena of global
competition is innovation, but the practice of innovation remains
stuck some 40 years behind the practice of quality.

In an unstable environment, pursuing efficiency may actually be
dangerous. You may get better at doing the wrong thing—at doing
something that no longer matters.

recognition (definition)
Recognition of misfit comes from observation and experience.
Research methods—such as ethnography—help.

We used to ask the same questions about quality. Then Walter
Shewhart and Edward Deming answered. Today, statistical
process control, total quality management (TQM), kaizen, and
six-sigma management are fundamental tools in business.

In a stable environment, increasing efficiency makes sense.
Do what you’ve been doing, but do it better and at a lower cost.
That means narrowing language—decreasing variety.

lik
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that is large enough gains

Every community exists within a context.

A disturbance upsets an existing convention.
This is a root cause of innovation.

misfit (pain)

can be superseded by

context 1
(environment)

Pressure from outside or decay inside changes the
relationship between a community and its context. That
relationship—formalized as a convention—is no longer
comfortable, no longer a fit.

But what is it? And how do we get it?
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A convention establishes a relation between
a community and its context. It defines a way
the community expects its members to behave
in a given situation. It prescribes the tools
they can use, even what they can think.

disturbs relations creating

Every convention exists within a community.

change (disturbance)

Innovation is a holy grail of contemporary society, and especially
business. A flood of books and magazines promote it. Design firms
promise it. Customers demand it. Survival, we’re told, depends on it.

motivates

each faces

a model of innovation

may create a multiplier effect leading to more

inevitably lead to
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convention 1

Entropy always increases.
Resisting entropy requires energy and variety.
Inevitably, both are limited.
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Over time, new members join and existing members depart. These
changes can affect the conventions the community keeps.
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Typically, members of a community share a common location or
common interests. They may be related by birth or may come
together for social or business reasons. Communities rely on
individuals to provide the variety necessary for survival—
to share perspective, insight, ideas, and inspiration.

pressure (external)
decay (internal)
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may fail to recognize

A community is a system of people who interact within an agreed
set of rules—conventions.

if strong, raise calls for efficiency, dangerously reducing

value
change
insight
convention convention
community1

Optimism
Belief they can improve the world
Openness to change
Confidence to make it so
Tenacity, persistence to see it through
Passion, desire, even obsession

Variety
Experience, skill, and talent
Domain expertise
Knowledge of other domains
Understanding of the process
Methods and techniques
Management, rhetorical, and political skills
Practice (Doing it a few times helps.)

They also know what is not known but necessary
for progress; they understand how to find it; and they
recognize who can provide that knowledge.

commu

Dubberly Design Office prepared this concept map as a project
of the Institute for the Creative Process at the Alberta College of
Art and Design. The Institute exists to focus and organize activities,
enterprises, and initiatives of ACAD with regard to the cultivation
of dialogue, research, and special projects that directly address
the nature of the creative process and design thinking. ACAD is
a leading centre for education and research, and a catalyst for
creative inquiry and cultural development.
Please send comments about this model to icp@acad.ca
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engagement

The individuals’ imaginations house a shared world and supply
referents to it, either by mapping real-world objects to shared-world
objects, or by creating entirely new, unrelated objects that do not
exist in the real world. For example, children might pretend a couch
is a boat they are sailing.

As engagement wanes, conversation suffers and may fail.
Without engagement, conversation is not possible.

is built in t
he

builds the

The conversation begins with an act, and each act advances the
conversation. An act can be throwing a ball in a game of catch or
serving tea while playing house. An act by one individual is observed
and assessed by the other, in preparation for the next act.
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fun

goals

end (pause)

benefit/harm

experience

cycle of repeated play

Play conversations have rules, guidelines that regulate each
act and determine which acts are permissible. Play is as
unconstrained as individuals allow. Individuals affect rules by
their choice of topic or by agreeing to their own rules. Throughout
a play conversation, individuals may have “meta-conversations,”
stepping outside the play conversation to negotiate a rule or
question the legality of an act.

fun
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Caillois also placed ways of playing on a continuum, ranging
from paidia (active, tumultuous, exuberant) to ludus (calculation,
contrivance, subordination to rules). A game of tag exemplifies
paidia, while chess exemplifies ludus.

context

shapes and may fulfill

prerequisites

Play occurs in a context—the physical world in which individuals
live and also the social world to which they belong. The physical
world may provide resources needed for play. The social world may
create opportunities for play. Play is only possible when individuals
have a stable relationship with their environment.

benefit/harm

adds to an individual’s

expe

The conversation and the shared world it creates eventually come
to an end. External conditions, often out of control of the individuals,
can end conversations, for example, running out of time, distractions,
inclement weather, obligations to take part in other activities
(e.g., class, dinner), and injuries. Voluntary exits, such as when an
individual is not having enough fun, can end conversations as well.

crystallizes

adds to an individual’s

Play enriches the individual’s experience by enabling learning,
bonding with others, and emotional healing. It can also harm the
individual through physical injury, harbored grudge, or lowered
self-esteem. Obsession and addiction may also be consequences
of play, where individuals cannot stop playing or neglect other
activities in favor of play. Such effects beg the question:
When is play too much?

Conversations can also be paused, allowing individuals a chance
to rest or regroup. Some pauses allow conversations about
the conversation—”meta-conversations” about the shared world.
The clock stops during a football game when referees discuss a foul.

eventually comes to an

Please send comments about this model to
icp@acad.ca

crystallizes
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brings about a new

The context of play may be informal—neighborhood kids in
an empty lot—or formal—Olympic teams in a huge stadium.

end (pause)

When play ends, benefits or harms not readily apparent during play
may become apparent.

The Calgary Foundation
generously provided funding for this project.

ensure survival of the

offers opportunity for

shapes and may fulfill

benefit/harm

Roger Caillois defined four categories of games: agôn (competition),
alea (chance), mimicry (simulation), and ilinx (vertigo).
In competitions such as sports and debate, individuals play to win.
Chance refers to events where players are up against the odds,
as in gambling. In simulation, children pretend to be kings and
knights, and adults perform religious rituals. Vertigo induces
pleasure through physical dizziness, such as spinning or riding
roller coasters.

Individuals can easily re-enter play. Ending one conversation creates
an opportunity to begin another.

Dubberly Design Office prepared this concept map as a project
of the Institute for the Creative Process at the Alberta College of
Art+Design. The Institute exists to focus and organize activities,
enterprises, and initiatives of ACAD with regard to the cultivation
of dialogue, research, and special projects that directly address
the nature of the creative process and design thinking. ACAD is
a leading centre for education and research, and a catalyst for
creative inquiry and cultural development.
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Play has attracted lots of research, and scholars have identified
many types of play.

A typical conversation involves two people, but conversation can
take other forms as well. Two teams have a conversation as they
play; the individual members come together to form a body—they
are incorporated into a team. Likewise, a single person may play
alone but carry on a conversation in her head—a conversation
between herself and an imagined friend. Or a single person may
carry on a conversation with a virtual person, as when playing
a video game or bouncing a ball against a wall.
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assess
observe

play

- a single person
- a group of people (a team)
- one of many perspectives within a single person
- a virtual person (a perspective within a computer game)

Before play can begin, individuals must fulfill certain prerequisites.
These prerequisites are contextual (e.g., time, place, and freedom),
physical (e.g., rest, nutrition, health, and safety), and psychological
(e.g., emotional well-being).

The experience of play can have unexpected consequences,
sometimes much later in life. Rear Admiral Grace Murray Hopper,
a well-known computer scientist, told of facing a difficult
programming problem and solving it after noticing it shared
a structure similar to the pattern of passing in a play from her
high-school basketball career.

experience
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Play is a conversation, and conversations require participants—
at least two individuals. An individual can be:

Play enriches an individual’s experience. Experience influences
decisions to participate in future play conversations, as well as
the level of fun that play conversations create. Experience also
informs the choice of future play topics.

benefit/harm

shared world

ula
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individual wants to

experience

end (pause)

engagement
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Individuals observe each other’s acts. What is the other individual
doing? What might that mean? Is this new act consistent with
previous acts? Is it consistent with other information? What was
the effect of my act? How has the other individual reacted to my
acts? Am I being understood? Do we agree?

prerequisites

benefit/harm

cycle of learning

r eg
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goals

Conversations are built through a series of acts—speaking or
making other sounds; gesturing or moving; hitting, kicking, pushing,
or throwing other things. The acts take place simultaneously or
in a sequence of turns alternating between individuals.

an

The context of play also includes external goals.
External goals may impinge on the goals of play. A student
may love to skate and play hockey. Goals related to
winning—pleasing friends, coaches, parents; receiving
a scholarship; going to college; being successful in life—
these may overwhelm or supersede the goal of having fun.
They may transform play into something else.

assess
observe

context

act

Assessment involves comparing observations of what’s happening
with what’s desired—comparing actual state with goal state.
Am I moving closer to my goal or farther away? Should this course
of action continue or change? Does a specific short-term goal still
make sense in the context of broader long-term goals?
Am I having fun? Should we change the rules—or the topic?

When individuals’ goals are not met (e.g., they are
not having fun), they can try other strategies (other means)
or choose to end the play conversation.

plan
act

play
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These steps—observe, assess, plan, act—can take
place in a split second. When they’re unconscious,
flow is achieved.

assess

are a basis to

In play, one of the primary goals is to have fun—to continue
engaging in the conversation that creates fun. Individuals choose
the means for achieving that goal; they choose the topic of
conversation, for example, which game to play. Within a topic,
they choose different strategies and pursue a series of sub-goals,
adjusting means according to their effectiveness. Goals and
sub-goals and associated means form a tree (or web)
of possibilities for action.
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Planning the next act enables them to consider
its implications, how it fits with previous acts,
and how it helps achieve their goals.
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experience

beginning in shared language,
developing into understanding,
moving towards agreement,
and sometimes leading to transaction.
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A game of cat-and-mouse is a conversation.
The cat tries to catch the mouse.
The mouse tries to get away.
When the cat chases, the mouse runs;
when the cat stops, the mouse draws near again.
Through the conversation, the cat teaches the mouse,
and the mouse teaches the cat.
Cat-and-mouse is play if an individual’s
main goal is fun, not dinner.

xt w
Before individuals act,
ay
they may plan how to accomplish
to
a goal; they choose and organize means.

benefit/harm

engagement

A shared world provides an internal context for play acts. Each play
act may extend the scope of the shared world, enabling and even
encouraging more play acts, further extending the shared world.

Play conversations have topics—the subject of play.
Topics may be the game played, the environment
explored (real or imagined; ad hoc or highly formalized),
or even the method of interacting (the performance of
certain sequences, the quality of sound or movement).
For example, a couple dancing a waltz engages in a
conversation, probably with the main goal of fun, and
thus plays. A mathematician noodling on an equation
may also be playing. Most human activities offer the
opportunity for play. Individuals may shift topics as
play continues.

the ne

end (pause)

shared world

Referents may be objects incorporated into the play world as
themselves or symbols standing for imagined objects. Use of
symbols in play may establish their meaning; likewise,
a “meta-conversation” (stepping out of the play conversation)
can also establish the meaning of symbols. Symbols, such as
game pieces, become tools for remembering, thinking, and
acting. Susan Starr terms this sort of symbol a “boundary object.”
Nicholas Chrisman points out their value as “common points
of reference.”
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This model of play only begins to address how play affects our lives,
our work, and our growth, but perhaps it also begins to point out
the importance of—and even the need for—more play in our lives.
But enough talk. It’s time to play.
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cycle of fun

conversation
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Play provides space for experiment—opportunity to try new things or
even try on new personas. The freedom and exhilaration we feel in play
may help us create. Simply playing—fooling around, messing about,
tinkering, hacking—invites juxtapositions, provides experience, and
reveals new points of view. Who can say where play will lead?
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Eventually engagement wanes, and the conversation ends. The end
crystallizes play’s benefits and harms, the experience it delivers.
Experience guides individuals as they continue to learn and interact
with others. Experience affects how they will play in the future—and
also their lives outside play.
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As the conversation grows, it builds a shared world in the individuals’
imaginations. The shared world requires their engagement and creates
meaning for them as they inhabit and develop it. A young boy playing
with a toy elephant (with a second perspective in his mind speaking
for the elephant) creates meaning by referring to different parts of the
room as different parts of the world, as he and his elephant travel
together. The significance of the shared world increases as he feels
that he and his elephant are becoming better friends.

fun

conversation

plan

Constructing and inhabiting a shared
world creates meaning for individuals.
This meaning—both the significance of
a shared world and the shared referents
of the conversation—produces part of
the fun of playing.

Play conversations build shared worlds in the imaginations of
individuals. Shared worlds contain imagined time, place, actors,
actions, and relationships. Developing shared worlds creates
meaning for individuals as they together bring different referents
to life—and thus bring their shared world to life.

In play the overarching goal is to have fun—and to keep having fun—
to continue playing. Play takes place between individuals, where an
individual can be a single person, an entire team of people, a particular
perspective within one person, or a virtual person.

engagement

shared world

meaning

Engagement arises as play arises; it is both a prerequisite and
a result. Engagement tends to be self-sustaining. Engagement
contributes to fun; fun encourages further play; further play
continues engagement. Yet play is also fragile; individuals may
lose interest and disengage if they are not having fun or if they
are distracted by forces outside the conversation.

shared world

This poster proposes a model of play, defined as a conversation
between individuals that creates a shared world in their imaginations
and leads to fun. The model takes the form of a concept map: a web
of terms that relate to, and together explain, a single concept. Terms
form the nodes of the map, and propositions link and define the
relationships between nodes.

fun

chooses to

Yet when we try to define play, we face the challenge of articulating
something that has come naturally to us our whole lives. Simple
questions puzzle us: What is play? What does it comprise? How does it
begin and end? What makes good play? Can there ever be bad play?

cycle of continuous play
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We play to have fun. We play to develop relationships, learn new
things, and know ourselves better. Play can be cooperative,
competitive, even selfish. It occurs in a variety of times and places,
beginning when we are children and continuing throughout our
lives. Play is an activity through which we exercise and develop our
creativity; it is a source of innovation and new ways to solve problems.

fun

creates

Play requires individuals to actively engage in conversation.
Engagement reflects something of the quality of play. A highly
engaged individual is in the “zone”—has achieved the mental
immersion psychologist Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi terms “flow,”
where challenge matches skill—and both boredom and anxiety
are avoided. Individuals reach “flow” when they achieve sufficient
mastery to act with little or no thought about the technique or the
steps involved.
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Fun increases or decreases in response to the sequence of acts
in a conversation and the building of a shared world.
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fulfills the individual’s

fulfills the individual’s

Fun is play’s raison d’être: Play needs no reason outside itself.
Individuals play “for the fun of it.” Fun comes as an adrenaline rush,
a feeling of euphoria mild to wild.
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a model of

the creative process
The creative process is classically described (Wallas, 1926) as
preparation incubation illumination verification

Simple sequences sound manageable, even predictable.
They promise tasks we can schedule and budget. That makes
them appealing to people who run organizations and worry about
minimizing uncertainty and risk. But the creative process resists
planning; it’s not a recipe, script, or formula. (How could it be?)
In practice, the process is messy, iterative, and recursive.
Framed as a sequence, it’s a plan for achieving a goal
ready aim fire
Yet a first shot doesn’t always hit the target. Achieving a goal
may require a few tries; it may require iteration. Iteration is a
looping process, using feedback from earlier attempts to
converge on a goal. Iteration enables participants to calibrate,
correct mistakes, build on accidents, add and remove detail,
and improve skills through practice.
The creative process is less like a line and more like a loop:
observe reflect make observe reflect make

...

The process need not begin with observing; it may begin
with any step. Boundaries between the steps are not rigid.
Each activity continues throughout the process, e.g.,
making also involves reflecting and observing.
observe reflect make observe reflect make
observe reflect make observe reflect make
observe reflect make observe reflect make
If the goal is clear—if we have agreed on how we define a
problem, as in a math problem—then solutions may be implied.
And we know when to stop. If the goal is less clear, deciding
when to stop requires judgment.
But some problems are “wicked” (Rittel, 1969). Their definition
depends on point of view; participants can always broaden
or deepen their understanding and improve their solutions.
For such problems, starting and stopping are arbitrary and
external to the process. It ends only when we “run out of time,
money, or patience” (energy, will, or gumption).

Agreeing on goals may require iteration—may involve
a feedback loop. Several levels of loops may be nested:
- a listing of assumptions and a first approximation of a solution
- a primary process for refining the solution
- a process for agreeing on the goal of the primary process
- a process for improving the process of agreeing on the goal

Reflection begins as a conversation with oneself.
It considers experience and values.
And it frames the situation—or selects a metaphor to explain it—
which must then be shared with other people.

These models suggest a tidy, linear structure
beginning middle end

Sometimes the goal is not clear. Participants don’t always agree
on how to define the problem. Such cases require a new frame,
a new generative metaphor (Schön, 1990), or a new articulation
of the essential question.

This “boot-strapping” process (Engelbart, 1962) is a sign of
learning systems and organizations (Argyis + Schön, 1978).
The creative process is not just iterative; it’s also recursive.
It plays out “in the large” and “in the small”—in defining the
broadest goals and concepts and refining the smallest details.
It branches like a tree, and each choice has ramifications,
which may not be known in advance. Recursion also suggests
a procedure that “calls” or includes itself. Many engineers
define the design process as a recursive function:
discover define design develop deploy
The creative process involves many conversations—about
goals and actions to achieve them—conversations with
co-creators and colleagues, conversations with oneself.
The participants and their language, experience, and values
affect the conversations.
Conversations about wicked problems especially benefit from—
and may require—a variety of views. Some of these views
form a habit of engaging (or observing, reflecting, and making)
often called “design thinking.” It might be thought of more
accurately as a set of lenses on design conversations
or creative conversations. These lenses provide perspective
beyond the immediate focus of the conversation or process:
- searching
- understanding
- attention
- envisioning
- integration
- openness

through conversations
with experience + values
drawing on a repertoire
of frames + metaphors

Businesses often describe the process as
research development execution

The quality of the conversations is largely responsible for
the outcome of the process. The quality of the resulting product
reflects the quality of the creative process—and the curiosity
and determination of the participants.

to understand
what people want
how culture is evolving

to integrate

outlines + prototypes
thumbnails + sketches
miniatures + wireframes
evaluative
research

Evaluative research intersects making + observing.
The main task of evaluative research is to determine
where prototypes fail to live up to expectations.
The goal is to keep the process on course.
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clinical process

Forming a hypothesis is a special type of creative act.
Framing the creative process as “experimenting” shows
the close tie it has with the domain of science.

When physicians meet patients, they begin by taking
a history and examining the patient; tests may be indicated,
which contribute to a diagnosis, which indicates therapy.

Interaction (with computers or the wider world) answers three
questions: What do you sense? (feel?) How do you learn + plan?
(know?) How do you change things? (do?) (Verplank, 2000).
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Dubberly Design Office prepared this concept map as a project
of the Institute for the Creative Process at the Alberta College of
Art+Design. The Institute exists to focus and organize activities,
enterprises, and initiatives of ACAD with regard to the cultivation
of dialogue, research, and special projects that directly address
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design process
The design process viewed as “problem solving” (Jones, 1976),
“problem seeking” (Peña, 1987) or “turning existing situations into
preferred” (Simon, 1969) is a variation on the creative process.
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scientific method

Like a self-regulating system, the creative process is
a classic feedback loop. Measure an essential variable;
compare it to a goal; and act to eliminate any difference.

the nature of the creative process and design thinking. ACAD is
a leading centre for education and research, and a catalyst for
creative inquiry and cultural development.
Please send comments about this model to icp@acad.ca.
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self-regulating system

The creative process is startlingly similar to the quality
cycle (Shewart, 1939), popularized in business circles by
the quality management movement (Deming, 1982).
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Passing on responsibility to others—
leaving a legacy—
is the final step in the larger process.
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The creative process plays an important role in the arts,
design, science, and the professions (medicine, engineering,
law, and business). It has many analogues and synonyms.
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Once an idea has been hatched and refined,
it must still make its way into the world.
Communicating the idea to others
and building consensus for adoption
are part of the innovation process
but may lie outside the core creative process.
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Many creative people have said
that their best ideas came (illumination)
after putting aside a problem and
letting it incubate.

implement

In the middle, the process as sequence
may take a detour and iterate in a loop.
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Accepting responsibility for the task
and preparing tend to be one-time,
upfront tasks.
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Some steps essential to the creative
process lie outside its core.
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